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CHAPTER X

THE FHODLEH AND DEFINITION OF TERHS USED

Bean O^aeejr1® works are divided into three »aln 

categories. Kie early naturalistic plays nade hla famous; 
his later express ionic tic dramas have lost some of that 

fame for him. Today the reading public knows him largely 

for hie autobiographies.

X. The Problem

Statement fiX the problem. The purpose of this study 

le (1) to examine naturalism and expreeBlonlsm in their 

historical settings, (2) to note the inclination of the 

life experlenoec of Sean O'Casey, (3) and to study the bent 
of his thought and the consequent tone of his writings in 

an effort to determine whether his works have gratified 

men's spiritual yearnings as those of the world's great 

dramatists have done, that le, to determine whether they 

are a de di oat ion and a realisation of life in teras of high

est values.

ISDfiElfinfia £1 J&4SX.*  At no other time In the
history of the theatre has the drama had the opportunity to 

serve such a world-wide social cause as now. Naturalism was 
the inevitable offspring of a scientific movement that
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began with Darwin, Marx, Coate, and Taine, Studies of en- 
vironaent and heredity created a peseialetlo de termini bs 

that allied itself with a strong desire on the part of the 

aasete to improve their Billeue Thia wretched allleu was 

deBeribed objectively in the best Banner, of the seient if io 

tradition. The psychological forces that move men were giv
en much consideration, with the result that external obser

vation dissipated while inner aignlflcanoes were employed 

to achieve the impressions of outer realities. Though nat

uralism and e^reeslOniMi are diametrically opposed in 

theory, it is dearly evident that the latter was bom of 
the former.

Sean O’Casey’s earlier works are masterpieces of 

naturalism; hie later worts, In the expression!stic manner, 
have not yet gained, in the eyes of most critics, the dis
tinction of his earlier efforts. In vision and determina
tion, in originality and purposefulness, these later plays 

show much promise. O’Casey’s flight and voluntary exile 

from Ireland have gained for him the enmity of Irish crit
ics; hie sharp swing to the left"in his political convic

tions has lost him the pupport of his contemporaries; the 

difficulty of presenting his plays has kept many of hie ef

forts from being frequently produced. No one critic, no one 

writer has attempted to survey O’Casey’s works as a whole. 
In the light of our present mechanistic society, which
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demande natural!am on every sta^e, in every noving picture, 
and in the Baaaalnesi ©•Casey1 e worka eeem pitifully neg*  
looted. The world oonflict oonoeived expressionism, and the 

voices of the world—of the massee—have not been popular 

in countriee that have neglected the masses. 01 Casey has 

received adverse or!tiniso from all directions, and much of 

It seems prejudiced and biased. Xn this study the writer 

will attempt to analyse his works from an objective view
point, taking into account the forces that have attacked 

him, perhaps unwarrantedly.
- Because Sean 0* Casey did not begin writing until 

1923 and because a great deal of his work has been done 

since 1939, there hae not been time for critics to see him 

in the right perspective. As a consequence, he is given 

slight consideration in books of the drama. Nearly all the 

writers recognise the greatness of O’Casey in filling the 

gap left by the death of Synge. But he filled that gap with 

only three of his plays—his first three, which were natu
ralistic. And since his flight from Ireland and naturalism, 
critics have split on the worth of hie efforts. The net re

sult is that books contain only a few pages, often only a 

few paragraphs, on one of Ireland’s greatest eons.
Lennox Robinson and Lady Gregory, who first encoui*-  

aged ©•Casey to write and who have known him intimately, have 



written illumlnatlngljr on hla as a man and as a playwrlsht. 
Fadralo Colum, his contemporary, has also commented with 

some authority. For oritioal approval and disapproval, the 

writer has sought out those men who were close to O'Casey 

and who have long studied his works. A. E. Malone, late 

dramatic critic of The Irish Times, and Walter Starkie, > 
director of the Abbey Theatre since 1927, have contributed 

worthwhile information to O'Casey's position in the thea
tre. James Agate and other critics for whom O'Casey has 

much contempt also have been consulted. Of course, such im
minent writers as Stephen Gwynn, John Gassner, John W. Cun- 

liffe, Allardyce Kicoll, Carl and Mark Van Coren, and 

others have contributed immeasurably with their penetrating 

insight into O'Casey's works.
The newspapers, especially The Mew York Times, with 

such able critics as Brooke Atkinson, Richard Sullivan, 
Horace Reynolds, and others, have' given the American point 

of view on O'Casey's productions) and their Judgment has 

been invaluable in criticising certain phases of O'Casey's 

offerings.
By far the most profitable discussions concerning 

O'Casey's merits have been found in the periodicals. Again, 
the writer has tried to be disoriminating in his selection 

of information. The Catholiq World has been consulted to 

get the Catholic point of view on O'Casey's bitterness
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toward Hoaan C&thollolsm; and article a by euch men ae 

Joseph Wood Krutoh, observer for The Ratlog and Professor 

of Draaatlo Kterature at Columbia University> who has been 

sometimes unfavorable In bis treatment of 0* Casey, have 

been examined in order to view objectively both sides of 

the 0*  Casey controversy. Gabriel Fallon, a friend of 01 Casey 

during the Abbey Theatre days, has contributed articles to 

Theatre Artex Sean O'Faolain, an Irish novelist, has exam
ined 0* Casey for Comgonwealt Mary Afcnes Doyle, who played 

the part of Juno in Juno and the Pay cook in Chicago, has 
written for Drama| and George Jean Kathan, who has cham
pioned 01 Casey, has orltioised him in Keweweek and other 
sagasines.

Mr, O’Casey has graciously answered some questions 

put to him by the writer, and his opinions and validations 

authenticate certain conclusions pex^inent to the resolv- s 

Ing of the problem.

II. CrBanisatlon of Remainder of the Thesis

Chapter II of this thesis will examine naturalism 

and expressionism In their historical settings} that is, 

the history of naturalism and expressionism in the drama 
will be observed. The development of these theories and 

their emulation in England and Ireland must be given some 

consideration before an examination of Sean O’Casey’s plays 
can be justified. ‘
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Xn Chapter III an attempt will be aade to note the 

inclination of the life experiences of Sean O’Casey, for as 

Fred, B. miett says,
Ko one need be a devout believer in scientific 

detenainlsa to hold that the physical environment in 
which men of letters and artiste live conditions their 
productions in the most intimate and elusive of " v x* 
ways.ee #1

Because there is a perceptible line, if not a sharp 

one, between O’Casey’s earlier naturalistic plays and hie 

later expression! st io efforts," Chapter IV will be devoted 

to the naturalistic section and Chapter V will be concerned 
with the expresslonlstio part, each chapter being a study 

of the bent of his thought and the consequent tone of his 
writings. And finally, in Chapter VI, an effort will be 

made to determine whether Sean O’Casey’s plays have grati
fied men’s spiritual yearnings as those of the world’s 

great dramatista have done.

Ill# Definition of Terms Used

NaturalIsra. •It is time to base our works on 
truth,e3 wrote fmile Zola, the acknowledged father of nat

uralism, in hie preface to-Th^reee BaQuln (1873). By 1880

*'" '' ' ‘ XFred B. Millett, M-Ugh Literature
(New Yorki Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1935), p. 3.

^Barrett H. Clark, iMman Ih£2JCl&l fiX SCfiBd 
(Hew York: Crown Publishers, 1947), p. 401.
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he had laid down the prlnolplea of hie theories In 11 

£sn «SIlB£BtaX and followed it with XtSS SaasflslsEfi. 
naturalletea in 1881. Observation of Mature rather than 

imagination, be believed, would supply the author with all 

hie needs. To this objective analysis of external realities 

he fused the experimental method of eolenoe, or, in other 

words, the writer was to expose himself to life and to ob
serve, as would a laboratory tochnloian, the events and re
sults provided by that esperienoe.

Gustave Flaubert, in 1857, wrote gateh S2XMt the 
bible of the realists, in which ho eet up certain prlnoi—■?' 
plesi accurate documentation, observation and impersonality 

in style and treatment. He placed much emphasis on money 

matters, disease, and detail, so that the word realism be
gan to connote the Imaoral, trivial, and brutal. Kites de~ .• 
fines realism as *the  art of representing actuality, viewed 

largely from the material standpoint, in a way to produce 

as closely ae possible the impression of truth.* 3 The real

ists observed the most minute details: they emphasised mon

ey, food, shelter, and the getting of these necessities; 

they studied character changes due to environment and ob
served topography and physiology.

^William A. Nltse and E. Preston Dargan, History 
of Frenoh literature, (Mew Xork: Henry Holt and Company, 
192ii), p. 590.
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Katuralisa it an exoeseive form of realism. It is 

the natural child of a eoientiflc a£e that he&an with Dap- 
win and that was given social, political, and literary 

impetus by Comte, who was the first to found a eoclologioal 
method; by Karx, father of the Soolal-demooratio theory; 
and by Tains, whose doctrine of determinism declared that 

moral phenomena, like physical things, obeyed laws. Mature 

allsb allows a wider range of subject matter than realism; 
in Its presentation it dwells on the coarser forms of life, 

often In a repulsive manner. Plot is minimised; notation 

la magnified. In its treatment of heredity and environment 
It is deterministic, fatal!atio, and peesimlstlc, Kan is 

depicted ae controlled by the laws of Mature, and his des

tiny 1$ hopeless and helpless. From these criteria, then, 
it follows that the natural!stio drama, like the social 
novel, has for Its purpose the portrayal of sooiologionl 

problems.
Vernon louis Farrington^ has listed the criteria of 

naturalism and the consequent results of following such a 
philosophy. The naturalistic writer must seek the truth, 
admitting of nothing occult; he must be frank, describing 

the deeper Instlnote and Impulsee—fear, hunger, sex—with
out restrictions; One of the most important rules is that

' ^Veraon Louis ParrlngOon, BlB £^22011 31 
ThoupJht (Mew York; Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1930), XIX, 
323—27,
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the writer ehould not attempt to Judge, but should atteiapt 
to present the faote and to allow the audience to draw its 

own conolueione, The eooet vital co no ept it that of deter*  

miniem, brought on by the study of heredity, environment, 

and a fatalistio attitude toward life*  A purposive will 
has no place in the natural!stlo drama. Unlike the roman*  

ties, the natural!et seeks no Nirvana, but, in his despair, 
takes on the attitude of defeat. Always he is the viotlm, 

and always he io bitter. This overpowering sense of being 

viotimised springs from two sources: from without—the 

milieu, and from within—inner desires and impulses. This 

rush toward annihilation with its shadows—ugliness, de

feat, pessimism—close behind, etire the writer to create 

grotesque characters. Strong animal desires, weak wills, 
neurotic minds, and the physically deformed stumble through 

the pages.
Since this milieu ie so undesirable, a few writers, 

wanting to change the environment, attach themselves to a 

cause that strives to improve the race. Hence, eclentlflo 

objectivity, one of the primary rules of the Naturalistic 

school, is forsaken. Too, because of an over-emphasis on 

animal impulses, there is the danger that the artist will 

make an animal of man:
Men are more than sex-driven creatures—the city le 
more than the slums. There are sewers, but why not
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accept the eewen without seesing over ite contents ae 
they flow to dlslntegrationT This ie the commoneat ob
jection to naturalism*,,,,®

What effect, then, does naturalism have on the drama? 

Parrington1s answer to this question sums up the position 

that naturalism will take on the stage•
According to the Aristotelian tradition, tragedy 

results when an essentially noble character of heroic 
proportions transgresses an immutable moral law by a self 
originating will and suffers the punishment dealt by po
etic Justice,* *, But this assumes two things: (1) an e- 
temally changeless moral law; (2) the existence of a 
purposive will*  Both of these the naturalist refuses to 
accept*

The tragedy of naturalism lies in the disintegra
tion and the pity or irony with which we contemplate man 
and his fate in the world****?

Briefly, then, naturalism is an exaggeration of the 

methods of Flaubert and of Balsas driven onward by Comte, 
Taine, and the scientists. For a working definition of the 

term, naturalleai may be designated as encompassing the tech
nique of the scientist in that it is 

indifferent to moral convention and art, using hypothe
sis, examination of evidence, and verification of hypo
thesis, The laws of nature that Hkhe naturalist’s/ ex
periments confirm are, of course, heredity, environment, 
and the physlolbgloal nature of the sentiments*  The con
duct of fictional charaoters is determined by these 
laws. •*  like determinism,*  says Zola, ’will govern the 
stones of the roadway and the brain of man*  *7

.eg pe
6nid.. p. S28.

. 7J”2k ’• Ch,l5dieri1EstSs£9„£?eUn£n|sl Elmtisbia(New York: Harper and Brothers, 19S1), p. 585,
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Expressionism. Expressionism has been called the 

final phase in the revolt against naturalism.8 xt was only 

natural that men should become dissatisfied with the gloomy 

realist convictions; and when they did, they strove for 

something beyond materlallsai, for the Something More in 

life. Their spiritual yeax*ninge  were dedicated to finding 

and expressing these new realizations in terms of highest 

values.

9XfcU»t P« 587.

In painting, this reaction was called impressionism. 

Xt was simply an attempt by the artist to create on canvas 

hie inward vielon of external reality. Reality pasted 

through the artist's mind, wae added to by the creator's 

imagination which in turn was composed of his inner moods 
and conflicts and desires; and when reality passed through 

to the canvas only a symbol of the former object remained. 
The impressionists tried to evade objective reality. Xn lit 

enature this reaction was called expressionism, which took 

for its object the task of describing truth as perceived by 
the "eye of the spirit.19

Even before the rise to power of Hitler in Gennany, 
there wae discontent and dissatisfaction with the old ten

ets of realism; and the first signs of a coming change were

" 1 - Chandler, Madera gfintlnSBlll ElfiXElA^llS
(Hew fork; Harper and Brothers, 1931), p. C85. 9 
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in the air. Xn the plastic arte, too, experimentation in- 

creaelnely tended toward the abstract and the new. Although 
Ibsen became famous for hie problems of everyday living, r . 
strong currente, playing like powerful rip-tides beneath t 
the surface, carried eymbollo meanings that anticipated the 

later expressionists. Kaeterlinok and Bostand gave the world 

examples of this new imaginative and subjective form. In 

England the Edward!ans—the external painters— saw the 

Georgians win freedom from restraint• D. H. Lawrenoe tried 

to create a language of the unconscious; and ^amee Joyce, 
like Marcel Proust, endeavored to capture the thoughts of 

the conscious and eeml-oonscious states of activity and 

witte them down, with a consequent breakdown and elaboration 
of the sentence whibh was necessary to express this new 
stream-of-eonsclousness.

The dramatists, then, were seeking
a more profound view of life than was introduced by the 
majority of the realists and a different medium of ex
pression. All have reoognited that the naturalistic con
versation cultivated from 1890 to 1930 Is Insufficient, 
that the terms of life can never be the terms of art...5b 

The drama was seeking a loftier dialogue than the common
place.

The authorities are in agreement when they define ex
pressionism. There are various branches—Cubism, futurism,

IdAllardyoe Nicoll. British Brama (London$ George G. 
H&rrap and Co. Ltd., 1949), pp. 449-50.
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Bodernie®, un&nlsa, dadaiea*"which,  in their great lunge 

fur newness and novelty, attained near-chaotlo positions.

llChandler, cit.. p. 383. 

P« 588.
l^Hlcoll, fip>. £JL1«, p* 448.

^hen we hear Chandler saying, *Xt  seans not troubling about 
the outside except in eo far as it expresses the inside,*̂!  

we hear a do ten others saying the same thing with the same 

words.
The expressionist;^, says Chandler,

unfolds a story devised to convey some abstract idea, 
some oood or fancy of his own. He cares nothing for the 
probability or even the possibility of the events he 
usee. Hie plot may therefore be as ehaotio or fantastic 
as the inconsequential turnings of a kaleidoscope. Hie 
characters are likely to be figures ae symbolic as 
those of the moralities, types rather than Integrated 
personalities. They bear generic instead of proper 
names....They.are puppet-like, mere automata directed 
from without.1*

Allardyce Sico11 confirms this statement when he 

explains,

The expressionist technique generally demands 
the creation of character types as symbols of social 
and other forces....It aims at presenting before au
diences the fundamentals of human nature in generalised 
form. Above all. It preaches the importance of the hu
man ae opposed to the mechanical....1"

Essentially, says Chandler, expreeslonlsts tend to 

be mystics and pacifists. Me quotes Edwin H. Zeydel, who 

characterises eiqsreealonism by saying.
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It denies the world; it boldly maintalne that the only 
true Being is the Ego; it brook*  no object at all;... 
It ie pacifistio by its nature and humanitarian....Be- 
oently, it ha*  beoome even Coemunietio, ye*  meeeianio.34

Finally, the expx^esionietie play, in order to aohiew 

the desired result*,  often is operatio; and frequently a 

hodge-podge of sounds, from grim chant to the crowing of a 
cook, aocoaq>anies the action; supernaturol magic, ballet, 

and stage design*  all converge and co-operate to render 

those inner significances into a communicable state.

14Chandler, on. cit.. p. 587



CHAPTOi II

JHATUiiALItiM AHy 

Di TtUlrt HlATOrtiaAL 6»aTYD«>

In order to determine Sean O^Caeey1* position in the 

theatre today» the conception and deTelopaent of naturalism 

and expressionism must be observed. O'Casey's dramas are a 

part of that development, not exactly like anything that pre*  

ceded them, but a result of much growth, much change, and much 

study. The purpose of this chapter la to bring the history of 

naturalism and expressionism In the drama up to the time of 

Sean O'Casey's debut as a playwright.

There is no play, no date, no line of demaroatlon 

separating naturalistic and expressionletic plays. Natural*  

Ism, by its vary nature and by its limitations, conceived 

expressionism, ^he birth of the new art was not a sudden thing 

but a gradual renouncement of the obvious for mystic and in

tuitive values.
When dramatists first began using the expresslonlstio 

technique, they hardly knew what they wanted. Today, amid 

world confusion and conflicting ideologies, there is more un

certainty about the direction art will take and what its suc
cess will be, because art changes along with life, and in re- 

cent years life has been jet-propelled forward at a faster 

speed than ever. These seemingly chaotic conditions are
4
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indicative of a healthy attitude, however, as Allardyce Ni- 
coll points outi

fhe remarkable development of the imaginative play In 
recent years and the xio less remarkable experimentation 
In novel forms of expression demonstrate the keenly 
flowing life force which courses through the theatre of 
to day♦...15

John Gasener^-® points out that in Germany as early 

ae 1808, Heinrich von Heist, a romantic who looked inward 

too much, achieved success with his psychological dramas, 
establishing himself as a forerunner of Strindberg. Later, 
in 18S5, Georg Buchner wrote plays that had both the natur
alistic vein of despair and the psychological suggestive- 

nets of expressionism.
In France the well-made play, or 

was successful under the supervision of Eugene Scribe and 

Viotorien Sardou. These plays were highly artificial and 

almost laughable in the resolving of their plots. Yet, by 

keeping his hand on the pulse of the audience, Sardou was 

able to anticipate the desires of hie patrons. By this con
forming to his milieu, Sardou was a forerunner of realism 

in the theatre.
Emile Aug 1 er and Alexandre Dumas fils used the tech

nique of the well-made play, but they founded the social

ibUXvd#ee Hlooll, Waita (Londonr;i3eorg«‘ G.
Harrap and Co. Ltd., 1949), p. 498.

3 U ?a,8n8^' Random House, 1940), p. 357.
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drama and presented problems of llllolt love and domestic 

relations, with this Introduction of social problems, the 

stase was ncff set for the entrance of tienrlk Ibsen, who Is 

generally considered to be the father of the modern theatre. 

Ibsen advanced beyond the stage of the well-made play and 

the farcical plots of Scribe. This Viking of the theatre, as 

Gassner*  calls him, was a poet at heart; and with his dia

logue and situations of the commonplace he fused a psycholo

gy that expressed in almost symbolic tones his revulsion 

toward poverty and his vision for a new humanity. !n Prance 

Emile Sola recognised the genius of this dramatist and in

fluenced Andre Antoine to produce his play in i-e Theatre 

Libre. Out of the North was to come still another great in

fluence, August Strindberg, whose sensational naturalism 

and symbolism stamped him a master of both the external and 

the inner affairs of men.
By 1875 2^ola, desiring to go beyond mere objectivity, 

as seen in Balzac and Flaubert, wrote the first consciously 

written naturalistic drama. Therese Raquin. In the preface 

to thia play he stated what was to become the dictum for a 

host of dramatists all over the Continent; "The experimental 

and scientific spirit of the century will enter the domain 

of the drama, and In it lies its only possible

17Ibid.1T p. 354.
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solution** 18 Xn 1880 he laid down the principle! of hie 

theory in Bonsan Experimental, a manifesto based upon 

Claude Bernard’s I’lnSiaSuatlyi s la SSlfiElBfin- 

-tale (1885). Bernard had applied the laws of matter to the 

study of living creatures, thereby giving the science of 

physiology and medicine as much, if not more, attention 

than the material sciences*  Comte, with his Positivism, 
applied his knowledge of the physical solenoes to sociolo

gical problems; and Talne extended science to include lite
rary criticism, claiming literature could be dissected and 

examined as any physical thing could be*  Thus, the *slice 
of life* —tranche de vie—Rained the supremacy*  One of 

Zola’s disciples, Henri Beoque, wrote with such pure objec
tivity that he left the conclusion of the drama up to his 

audience*  The well-made play had breathed its last*
Naturalism now needed a theatre, a home for Its In

tents and purposes*  Andre^ Antoine, a determined producer, 

supplied that home. An actor with an amateur group called 

the Cercle Gaulois* he found himselff surrounded by conven
tionality*  formed the Theatre LlbrelQ. which had for its 

purpose the suppression of the well-made play, the employ
ment of realistic stage design and naturalness in elocution,

Aa^arrett H. Clark, Eurorean Theories q! j&a Pxm 
(New Yorki Crown Publishers, 1947), p*  401*

19Willlam A. Kitze and E. Preston Dargan, & t
of French Literature (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1923), 
p. 681*
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the rejection of the favored and conventional playvrichts 

in favor of new writers, and the insistence on ensemble 

oo-opemtion instead of starring individuals. Consequently 
euoh writers as Ibsen, Hauptmann, Strindberg, and Tolstoy 

found themselves welcome in Trance.
From Hegel, Gassner^O tells us, the Germans were 

given the concept of class conflict and of the war to be 
waged between capital and labor. Karl Marx set the people 

to thinking in terms of the masses, and this attitude passed 
over into the drama. The Frere Huhne was the German coun

terpart of Is Theatre Libre, and Otto Brahm was the German 

Antoine. Gerhart Hauptmann was the brightest star bom out 

of the efforts of this new theatre. He blended with his 

naturalistic observation sympathy for the social-democratio 

cause; this was the first time that contemporary issues 

were given such backing by the theatre. There sprang up, 

as a result of this play, a bond between the theatre and 

the common people^ the hero of the hour was not an individ
ual but a group.

It was only logical that out of naturalism, with its 
growing missionary seal and with its vision for a new world, 
new modes of expression should be demanded. Real values, 
the Something More in life, were being so’ight after. This 

trend toward examining the inner life found a leader In

ir iiOGasener, 2J2*  P*  448.
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M&urlce Kaeterlinok. With hie motionless, or etatic, dra
ma e, he created dreamy and introepeotive meeds that influ

enced other writers to follow him.
Whereas the stase had used real props—real doors, 

real meat—and generally tried to achieve the ultimate in 

realism, stage designers now began to simplify the stage, 
where imagination and poetry were regaining some of their 

old magnificence. Adolphe Appla and Gordon Craig were the 

poets of the stage,21 22 and these two men, with design, light, 
suggestion and impression, "retheatrieallsed the theatre.* 23 

Vo dem painters—Picasso, Matisse and others—were brought 
into the theatre. Hauptmann, a forward-looking playwright, 
wrote Hannele.. a blend of realism and fantasy. Frank Wede
kind and a follower, Walter Hasenolever, created the term 

*,expressionism*  and wrote the first purely expressionistio 

plays.

Sllbld.y p. 421.
22Loe. elt.

Little need be said about Russian realism. Chapter 

IV will necessarily have to include some discussion of 

Anton Chekhov, for Sean □•Casey’s dramas contain some of 

his qualities.
In the introduction to his book Forces in Modem 

British Literature. Tindall wrote, "The year 1885 seemed 

a good beginning because at that time mrturalism and
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symbol1b» began to shape British literature..,.* 25 As a 

matter of faot, it was in 1885 that George Moore wrote the i 
first natural!stie novel, A Mummer?_s wife. The English, like 

Sardou, had kept their hands on the pulse of the audlenoe, 
and, like Sardou, had tried to meet the deoanda of that au- 
dienoe. Sentiment and morality pervaded their works*  But 
George Moore had been to Parts} he had studied Zola, Flau
bert, Balzao, and the Goncourt brothers; he aspired to emu
late in England what was being done in France. He refused 

to soften his Francophile enthuslams, and the British had 

test in their laps a purer naturalism than they had looked 

for.
Henry Arthur Jones and Arthur Wing Pinero,24 working 

under the influence of Augier and Dumas file, were using 

the stage to present their dramas of social problems. John 

Galsworthy was further advanced in naturalism. Bernard Shaw 

veered from the natural! st io path, for he believed "in the 

vitalistlo doctrine of evolution, emphasising man’s will and 

his capacity to transform himself and his environment.*25

^uillani fork Tindall, FgrsSl la MSJUU U> 
erature(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1947), p. vii.

S^Wllliam Vaughn Moody and Robert Mores Lovett, Hie- 
tory £1 .Ensile lltSEfitel <N«W York; Charlee Scribner’s 
Sons, 1926), p. *59.

25Fred B. MIUett, £antiM£,rm ilte£a5H£a 
(Mew York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1935), p. 57.
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This belief in a purposive will the naturaliete cotild. not 

tolerate.
The Oeorgiane*  with their emphasis on exploration 

of the mind which called forth a stream-of-conscloueness 
technique in writing, did much to bring about expression

ism in England. D. H. Lawrence had made an effort to give 

the unooneoloue states of mind a voice, and Virginia Woolf 
used the stream-of*consGiousno6s  technique effectively! 
but it remained for James Joyce to create the new language. 

tiie Portrait al dEtUl Ah A 1*  & solipsistio
effort which meets the requirements of expressionism. James 
Stephens, with Crock al Gold, and Telrdre. represented the 

change that was inevitable.
Before discussing the position of the drama in Ire

land prior to Sean 0* Casey, a brief word about the three 

schools of revolt against naturalism seems In order. Allaxw 
dyes KioollSS gays this opposition falls into three schoolst 

U) the poetic drama, (2) the modernist •continental1 or 

expressionistio school, and (3) the school of historical 
playwrights. Kicoll lists Archibald KacLsish<s Panic and 

Maxwell Anderson’s Winterset and Hl&^ as giving a defi
nite Impetus to the creation of a poetic drama. T. 8. 

Eliot’s Murder 1Q Cathedral also was Influential. Sig
nificant, too, was W. H. Auden’s collaboration with

T 1 ^bNiooll,’ ga, AIXm PP« <51 ff.
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Chrletopher leherwoodl to ooabine current colloquial speech 

with the tones aeeumed by nodem non-dranatie poetry*
The ejtpreesionietio echool etlll held that prose 

was more suitable to the theatre than poetry, but they 

nevertheless sought a concentrated language that held the 

essence of ordinary speech*  Most hopeful and promising of 
the three schools, believes Nlcoll,27 is the historical 

play.
Ireland's past is legendary, mythical, and mystioal. 

Standish O'Grady's pi story. fiX Ireland (1880) renewed Ire

land's heroic traditions, and the Gaelic League and the 

Irish Literary Society evolved out of the revival of in

terest. Douglas Hyde began his crusade for a native lan

guage. The language and the people, plus the sounds of 

discontent, poverty, terror, and revolution, made realism 

in Ireland, as in Russia, a vehicle for nationalism. British 

imperialism, too, had fomented Irish nationalism.

*In one sense,*  said A. E. Malone, late dramatic 

critic of Xhl Irish Times and Irish critic for the London 

Ti®esf “realism is implicit in the Irish dramatic movement 
from its inception—not imported from outside.* 28 Yet, 

Edward Eattyn i>een among the first to acclaim Ibsen; 

——^T^id.7 p. 485.
28A. E. Malone, •The Rise of the Realistic Movement,*  

The Irish Theatre (London; Macmillan and Co. Ltd., 1939), 
p. 93.
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and George Moore, another early folk-draaatiet, was an ar*  

dent follower of Zola. Padralo Colum, who along with Lady 

Gregory end William Boyle began the realietio movement in 

Ireland, had studied Ibsen and Maeterlinck, feats favored 

Maeterlinok and the poetio drama; Lennox Robinson, who in- 

troduoed the problem play in Ireland, had observed the tech
niques of Bernard Shaw and Granville Barker and Immediately 

after became manager of the Abbey Theatre, Ireland1 s ver
sion of La Theatre Libre. Surely his influence was imported. 
Ae a matter of fact, realism was in the air; and though Ire
land had much with which to make realism a natural child, it 

nevertheless felt the influence of the major realists of 

England and the continent.
The same year Colua's three major playa were produced, 

1903, Lady Gregory's and <1. M. Synge's plays were also staged 

Lady Gregory gave the Irish peasantry the first realistic 

treatment, and Synge's plays were more poetic than realism 

is thought to be. Synge's respect for Ibsen and Zola was not 
much; yet the accuracy with which he prepared the dialogue 

St Iha EJLflZlZfiX fit IfiAlJO 2fi£14 surpasses that of Haupt
mann's Silesian workers in The Weavers. At Synge's death he 

had contemplated doing for the slums what he had done for 

the peasantry. To complete this task a man from the slums, 
Sean O'Casey, who had a touch of genius, rose far above his 

heritage to stand like a mountain among low-lying hills.



CHAPTER XXX

THE LIFE EXPERIENCES OF SEAN O’CASEY

The purpoee of this chapter le to take #swift glan

ce b back at things that eade*  Sean O’Caeejr# Through examina
tion of O'Casey's autobiographical books, the writer will ob
serve the things that made him, will follow the development 
of his thought, and will observe the pattern of hie thinking 

in so far ae it will aid in the analysis of hie plays*

The first few pages of X Xhoek al the Poor brilliant
ly set the tone and point the direction the author is to 

take in succeeding chapters, indeed, in succeeding books*  

Xt covers the first twelve years of Johnny's life (Sean, 
the Irish form of his name, was not taken until years later 

when he Joined the Gaelic League), years when Dublin was 

split politically and religiously*  Queen Victoria reigned, 
and most of Catholic Dublin paid allegiance to her*  The 

Dublin slums held a small minority of self-styled popery- 
purged Protestants, and Johnny'was one of this poverty- 
stricken, oppressed group*  X Enock at the Door is as much 

a story of Dublin as of Johnny, and the sights and events 

that impressed the growing boy were the same events that 
shaped the city, Padralo Colum29 points out that although

«^Padraio Colum, *A  Dramatic Autobiography,*  Yale 
Review. 29 (Autumn, 1939), 183,
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James Stephens’ Jkft »»• the first book 
depicting tenement life in the Dublin slums, it vae woven 

together with fantasy and poetry that raced off to Tir-nan- 

oge« X Xnock al thq Door is strictly confined to the streets, 

and Sean O’Casey recalls the glitter and glamor, but mostly 

the pain and poverty, of those streets during a confused and 

troubled era*
Johnny was the last of thirteen children and one of 

five to live to adulthood; all the others died of croup, 
yhe little boy was born into a world turned topsy-turvy by 

Darwin, who was trying to teaoh the people that the earth 

was no six^day Job but a slow process that put millions of 

years between them and the monkey bone from which they 
sprang.80 And the little boy had dropped down into a world 

filled with needs, desires, and ambitions, only to be pushed 

back, beaten down, trampled upon. This oppression Johnny 

felt from three sources—the English, the Catholic Church, 

and the privileged classes. Charles Stewart Parnell repre
sented the opposition to England with his fight for Home 
Rule by Ireland, Johnny’s mother, who was to be his companion 

in the tenements for many years to come, represented the op

position to the Catholic Church with her extemporaneous and 
pithy sermons on the idolatry of popery. Johnny himself had 

*&Sean O’Casey, I Knock (Xev York; The
Macmillan Company, 19397, p, 3.
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* vision of fairer days, and he was the defiant opposition 

that cursed and fought the privileged classes.
Young Johnny had his troubles. Bronchitis nearly 

killed him; and at the age of five a terrible eye disease, 
ulcerated eyeballs, struck hie. One day while at the eye 

clinic with his mother, Johnny, eyes covered with bandages, 
overheard a comment on the difference in color of the admit*  

tanee cards hold by the people there for treatment. Paupers 

held red cards, and Johnny, proud like his mother, who would 
never accept charity even when starving, thrust out his 

black card for all to see that Johnny was no pauper. This is 

typical of the pathos and compassion with which O’ Casey gains 
sympathy for the sorrowful lot he pictures. Horace Heynolda3^ 

says one would think that O1Casey would be willing to forget 

the ague that was his childhood; yet he seems to want to 

make people read what he went through while so many of his 

fellow men did nothing to Improve his position. While Johnny 

'was learning to hate, he, nevertheless, was no misanthrope; 

for he had a hunger for beauty that was superior to any ha*  

tred.

His father’s funeral Is one of the most moving and 

pathetic episodes In the whole book. He had wasted away with 
a spine injury received while climbing a ladder to get a 

book. He was a scholar, and from him Johnny got the ambition

Jliiorace "Reynolds, •Sean O’Casey Up to 12,• Book Review 
Section, The Hew York Times. (July 23, 1939), 4.
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and the desire to read and to study*  0*  Casey shows us the 

white thing in the coffin before the lid is screwed down; 

he depicts the boy's fear to kiss the dead man, the mother's 

quiet grief, the indifference of the clergy at the grave
side*  This ’’grotesque harshness and powerful tenderness 

O'Casey can blend together better than any other writer 

alive,153 says Desmond KacCarthy in the London Times. To 

tragedy O'Casey adds humor. Just enough to balance the 

scales, and tragl-comedy is the result. This contrast is 

hie unique genius*  Often ho steps beyond the decorum of the 

Victorian realists, as when he describes the pain of child
birth in the first paragraph of this book, let in the same 

full sentence he passes to the colors and sights precious 

to little boys*
After the death of his father, Johnny and his mother 

had to survive on the few ahilllnge his brothers brought in*  

Food became rare in the house*  A chunk of bitter bread was 

often a whole meal*  Perhaps once a year Johnny and his 

mother would have an egg to share between them*  Johnny weak
ened and stole a lump of baoon, and his mother, after a 

Bible-quoting reprimand, went out for cabbage to go with the 

baoon. Because of hie serious eye trouble, Johnny could not, 
under doctor's orders, attend school. But a Reverend Mr,

Silieemond MacCarthy, •’An Irish Childhood,1 Living 
S56 (June, 1939), 393.
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Hunter, ball*  Hunter—hunter the ranter the rlx etix 

etunter,* 35 persuaded Mrs. OlCasejr that the streets started 

sin, »o Johnny was lugged off to the *rag*and-bone  educa
tion provided by the church and state for the children of 
those who had not the wherewithal to do anything better,"34 

When the teacher beat hin unmeroifully, his mother refused 

to let Mb be taken back, so Johnny never went to school*  

Be wandered the streets, explored Dublin, fought with Cath- 
olio kids, and learned about sex*  He wae as quick to hurt 
others as others ware to hurt Mb, but when he and a gang 

took advantage of a wandering window Bender, "a vanderlng 

vindy vendhor," one sensee that he regretted the part he 

played in the trick*
Three chapters in this book are especially signifi

cant. Xn "The Castle Ball" episode Johnny (OlCasey, actual
ly) gives vent to hie hatred of the privileged Glasses, 
dressed in their gorgeous splendor with "not a speck of the 
dust of the earth on their skin or on their clothes*" 3^ Xn 

•The Protestant Kid Thinks of the Hefomation*  0* Casey pokes 

fun at the holy College of Cardinals, turning out saints in 

eass production. He praises Luther, who saw the light, and 

w ^^Ca’ssy, £a*  £lt*»  p. 135

34JMd*»  P« 153.
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who, when popes and priests persecuted him, *etood  firs to 

the shock in his snook like a rook and nocked them with 

many words*A  few shiny drops out of the great waves of 

truth as seen by Luther fell in the Dublld slums. Xn *The  

Dream School*  O’Casey uses a streaB-of-consoiousnesa tech

nique to give a small boy’s impreeslon of life as he would 

like it. These three chapters exemplify the fierce satire, 
the facetious, bitter anger, and the romantic dre&m-liko 

nostalgia that characterise O’Casey’s literary style. Like 

Jasee ^oyce and T. S. Eliot he uses rapid notation, solilo
quy, scraps of verse and fragments of incidental thoughts 

to draw a picture and evoke a mood. He employe the Irish 

brogue even when talking in the firet person if the rhythm 

of the prose demands it. His long sentences rush out and 

sketch outlines} then deftly he adds detail, color, mean
ing} the result Is a tapestry with a tale told in techni
color. His poor eyesight made him sense people’s characters 

by the rhythm of their voices and other qualities not often 

observed by pereons with good vision, sb that his character- 
isatlons have a Chaucer-like fullness and his images, the 

richness of a Flemish masterpiece.
Mrs. O’Casey brushed the hair off Johnny’s forehead 

five times a day for a quarter of an hour and put a

PP« 126-3?
57Ibld.. p. 269.
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bandage on hie head to keep him from looking like a little 

moron. Ella, hie elater, introduced his to eyntax and pro- 
eodjr, and he learned to read. Tennyson1 e *The  Brook*  etisu*  

lated, if nothing else, an interest in the source of the 

river Liffey. Much sore interesting was kissing Jennie 

Cl1theroe, a little friend.
Well, he’d learned poethry and had kissed a 

girl. Xf he hadn1 gone to school, he'd set the scholars; 
If he hadn't gone into the house, he had knocked at the door. 57

Zlsiam JLa J&a MlXSJU the second of O'Casey's 
autobiographical books, opens with the death of Parnell and 

carries Johnny through the early days of Sinn Pein, the 
Irish Language Movement, and Dublin pro-Boer demonstrations. 

When Parnell, who was trying to destroy the links that bound 

Ireland to England, died, Johnny and his tattered tribe were 

gripped with fear. Internal strife rooked Ireland anew. 
Catholics had killed or defeated many Protestants: Robert 
Esaet, Wolfe Tone, Sapper Tandy, and others. And when 

O'Casey hears the name of one of these heroic sen, he calls 

the roll of all Irish Protestant heroes. Ireland was a coun
try divided in thought and allegiance, and Johnny's own 

family was typical. Mick and Tom, his brothers, were sol*  

diers for the Queen, while his Da was all for Ireland and 

all for Parnell.

p. 289
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At the age of fourteen Johnny went to work, but be 

was not at all happy. The days were long and dreary; the Job 

wae tedious; the employers were unjust. Johnny’s atarvation 

wages forced bin to beooae a petty thief to provide hie borne 

with the neoessities of life, with all of hie hardships, he 

never gave up his reading. He studied the dictionary, and 

every time he could save a few pennies for a second-hand 

book, he bought one. Sickens, Scott, Baltac, Buskin, Darwin, 
Carlyle, Shelley,and especially Shakespeare he read avidly. 

He had hoped, with a small raise he was due to got, to buy 

a volume of Nilton; but he was fired for impudence and he 
stole the book instead.

When Tom came home from the army, he was able, out of 

hie salary and the gains from loot acquired by smashing 

cases where he worked, to add to the support of the family. 
There wae a little more to eat; •The kindly fruits of the 
earth were coming hie way.* 38 For hie next Job Johnny got 

up before four to go to work in the freezing cold; he tied 

sheets of paper around his legs to keep his wet pants from 
hurting .them; and a sugar sack sewed with twine was his 

outer Jacket to protect him from the snow. And the Job wae 
to push a heavily-laden sled uphlll=*nd  downhill and cross

town making dellveriee. While he rested between pushes, he

•^BSean O’Casey, floturea la lhA CNew York;
The Macmillan Company, 1943), p. 313.
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studied O’Growne^1® StolS Lessons la Irish. He wanted to 

Join the Gaello League; Sean, he learned, wae hie name in 

Irish.

Sean oame to realite that he knew more than hie co

workers. They scorned Siakeepeare, but Sean, with hie bro
ther Archie and a email company, had formed the Townshend 

Dramatic Society. They rented a stable, made benches, and 

white-washed walls; ani Sean himself played a part as Henry 

the Sixth and later as Father Dolan in Dion Boucicault1® 
The ShauRhraun.' He knew he was well over their heads on the 

winged horse.
Maturing intellectually and emotionally, he felt he 

must attach himself to some cause that would align his 

actions with the vision he had for the fairer days, when he 

met a young Gaello League friend, he asked,

Do you believe that Ireland ought to be free, and 
that the English are our enemiesT

I believe it, Indeed. ,
And so do II Is Sinn feln alnn fein..••Ireland 

must be free, and the English garrison must go!59

'ssTO’drr P. 259

thus Sean launched himself into the world as the underdog1 a 

defiant and determined champion. He had no sympathy with a 

man who looked only for the bread of life, for a full pot 
X»e not the end-all of living. There should be time for dano 

ing and singing, for poetry and loving. He was a pacifist 

but he could fight when cornered; and Dublin's workers were
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cornered by want. Jim Connolly1 e Socialist Republican Party 

was ehoutins for all workers to arise, and although Sean 
adored Dublin, he was convinced that the three dungeons df 

Dublin—poverty, pain, and penance—had to be attacked and 

destroyed.
Everyone in Dublin who shared Sean’e vision filled 

the streets to cheer when the news flashed that England was 
suffering setbacks during the Boer War. The people resisted 

the police, who tried to club them from the streets} and 

when Sean, in danger of having his head battered in by a 

charging horse-policeman, felled the man with a flag pole, 
his heart sang, *X  strike a blow for you, dear land.*

More than in the first book, FjLslBm 10 Halim 

employs the Joycean pun. Ernest Boyd says that in this book 
* there is much re-Joycing.* 40 Actually there is less empha
sis on pun-making than in fun-poking. For instance, Sean 

hates Harmsvorth, whose papers he had to sled around town. 
Harmsworth, conscious of the reading public and the power 

of the vote, printed a paper, reduced in else, for a half

penny. He used illustrations, serial stories, big head-lines; 

he printed sensational news and sponsored contests. Sean x 
called the paper a

roaring British Buddha. He comes, he comes, he comes 
o'er the waters to me. Pioneers, 0 Pioneers. A silk

M4dkrneet ®oyd, * Still Knocking at the Door,*  The fat- 
ur^I misx kUAEalm*  22 (March 31, 1942), 5.
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umbrella and the handle of a brooffl. Boomlay, Fumela^, 
Doomlay, Zoos. The Congo comes to Canterbury,41

James Stern43 condemns O'Casey*a  nee of the Joycean 

technique, calling the book amateurish and clumsy. O’Casey 

does not use the pun to evoke a picture as does Joyce; 

instead he uses it to comment. The * select few*  becomes the 

•select phew*  in O’Casey's language, for example. Stem also 

says that Mrs. O'Casey never really comes to life, thus 

proving that he knows little of what he is talking about. 
Tot of all O'Casey's characterisations, and there are some 

truly great ones, Mrs. O'Casey stands out as the most vi
brant. Scores of critics have commented on the delicacy and 

artistry with which he has drawn his mother, typical of 

which is Horace Reynolds*  commentt *One  wonders is she or 
Juno the finer portrait.* 43

Having knocked on the Tavern Door of Life, and not 
being at all pleased with the picture he saw, Sean passed
Into the Hallway, hoping to

create things out of his own life. He'd begin to make 
Sicturee himself; ay, pictures, too, that would be worth

anglng In the Hallway for other people to see.44 

4i0‘Casey, E1S1«LE£JS ID ££• £11-• P« 539.

/v 42£a^?e I??0611 the Irl8h x®&rs»*  Ess EssaSais106 (March 50, 1942), 454.
43Horace Reynolds, *0' Casey In Erin,*  The Saturday 

Ssnss fit 53 (March 5, 1949), 18.

sisSasax In Itia Eallxaz. an- £li-» p- sse.
,v ^SeanO'Caeey.toBBl BnteCjMmiSexa (Mew lorki 
The Macmillan Company, 1846), p. 13.
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StHSl V-nder indans relates 0•Casey•» experiences 

dur lag hie bitter pre»playwrl^t years, the fifteen years or 

ss up to end lacludias the 1916 Meter hlslas*  Ceas boactfao 

a cosaoa laborer, handling pick and shovel until hie body 

became eolld and healthy, djUa Connolly, the seer ef the 

Irish Soelalist Republican party, was preaching ethe goepel 
of discontent sacking faintly in the hearts ef sost aen,*̂ 6 

The sen with whoa he worked cared little for the Mello 

League| yet Sean felt that those sea were alL*laport&nt  in 
I

anything to be done for Ireland*  The ones*splendid  old door*  

gian houses, now black with decay, contained his true brethf*  

ran, be dedicated hlsself to fight the school that held his 

kind in constant need and want#

While trying to do souething for his country. Lean 

was to be haspered by his own troubles, Lila*  his sister, 
was left, on the death ef her Insane husband, with six faun*  

gry, ragged children, They all moved in with Bean and his 

mother, itth the children sleeping on the floors, watching 

him greedily while he ate hie own meager aeal, Sean could 

not find the Inspiration to write. Me rented a flat for Lllo, 

and all seven of the fatally slept in one bed. One night Ella, 

worn down by scrubbing too many floors, died In bed, Sean 

was unable to give her anything but a pauper's funeral, for

Casey, £ma IM UMm Uew Xorki 
The Macmillan Coapony, 19467, p, 13,
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he had eaorifieed hie last penny help **•  Mchael O'hicJc**  

ey in hie fight to get the Irish language as an essential 

study into the University of iisynooth*

Frost overwork and Undsr«nourishia@nt» Sean1# legs were 

overtaken hy a creeping paralysis that the doctors sold was 

a spinal disease*  Aotually# he was starving to death! tie had 

burned up too nuoh energy on too little food*  Until after he 

was thirty*two  years old*  he had never tasted a tomato*  a 

peach, a pineapple, a fig, an apricot, or a banana*  And It 
had been years since he had even had an apple or a plum* 46 

Such poverty pushed Scan*#  thinking way to the left, and he 

saw that there was nothing dignified in either dire poverty 
or great wealth*

Hie faith in religion weakened, and he saw the Sible 

as a myth, a fancy*  Darwin had singed the &ings of the beau*  

tlful fairyi

Oh, kichael Angelo, it took more than the painting of a 
divine finger to make a man! A million years it took 
to mould him into what he is today, and the Job io bare*  
ly half-way over* 46a

When bishops in Home Ignored 0*  Hi ekey and officials 

dismissed him from Maynooth College, Sean1# contempt for the 

Catholic Church increased! Borne ho facetiously called the 

gateway to Heaven and said the keys could be found on a

•*  P« 383*tdlbld 
46a

Ibid., p. 120*
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nail juet above the pope’s bed*

Eli bitterness did not hinder hia but strengthened 

his determination to do some good*  tta worked for the Gaelic 

League or Republican Brotherhood till midnight every night# 

after having tolled with pick and shovel froa dawn to dusk*  

finally he became secretary for the Gaelic League and also 

acted as Janitor and teacher*  He served in tin secret Irish 

Republican Brotherhood and had tried to bring it together 

with the Labour Movement*  But seeing how few of the X*  R*  B*  

were willing to Include the vast army of cossaon workers in 

the cause*  he left the I*  Re B*  And when a Gaelic League 

friend whispered In his ear that he should wear a collar and 

tie to the meetings*  Sean was Indignant*  He had worn a muf*  

fler because he did not own a tie or even a shirt*  To this 

day O’Casey’s symbol of resentment toward clothes and post*  

tlon and conventionality Is his muffler} he married In his 

muffler*  and he will probably be burled in his muffler*

The fisrafilldi ^&aUga.ta with Its cry of •Workers*  
unite*  • attracted Sean} and the word hn^Masse was to him 

the key that would open the door to the future*  He Joined 

the Irish Transport and General Workers Union to stand by 

the Red flag that fought for a life fur the many*  Tor a 

life higher than that of the oxen*
Here*  Sean thought*  is the beginning of the broad and
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buay day, the leisurely evening, the ealaer night* ,, 
never tg be consaloue of n doubt about tomorrow*a  L 1 
bread* 47

4,IkU»» 279*

During the great lock»out of 1913, Sean worked on a 

oommlttee to aid the women and children of the workers*  Later 

he was called upon to take the Irish Cltisen Army In hand, 

and the flag of thio band had for its symbols labor*a  near 

and higher ideals**the  Plough end the Stars*  Shortly after, 

Eoin HacSeill formed the Irish Volunteers, who bickered 

with the Citi san Army| but Jim Larkin knit them Into a 

fighting force*  On Easter konday, 1916, these two small 

bands of heroic men, with no chance of winning the immediate 

battle, marched down 0* Connell Street and took over the 

General Post Office*  Pearse, Connolly, and the other leaders 

were executed after the British had overwhelmed the pitiful*  

ly small band of heroes*  The British captured Sean, 111 with 

a tubercular swelling in the neck and Just out of the hospi*  

tai, accused him of being a sniper, stood him against a wall, 

and but for a lucky incident*-the ’ real sniper was caught**  

the theatre would never have heard of 0* Casey*  The leaders 

were dead| the fighters were hauled off to prlsoni but Sean, 

quoting Whitman, shouted •Vivas to those who have failed* • 

Gathleen nl Houlihan could be proud again, for every time 

an Irish lad fell by a British bullet, Ireland would be the 4
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viator*  The people would thinki and thinking they would re*  

aeaber*

ewe £ tern in Thq Bew X2XX Times* March 29# 1949#

O’Caoey’e last autobiography» lalfihCullfia tel tea 
Telle with its underlying theae of disillusionmentf was 
chosen by the Xewspaper Guild* 8 of Sew York as the beet non*  

fiction work of 1949*  After the Easter Bebellia»| the Eng*  

11 eh*  having learned something of terror tactics from the 

Germans# invented the BlaoJce and Tans*  a storm*  trooper type 

of soldier that occupied Ireland to keep peace at any cost# 

The Republicans ambushed them in the streets# and the Blacks 

and Tans retaliated with sudden midnight sweeps that ter*  

rorised the people*

Sean joined the Socialist Party of Ireland and cam*  

paigned for penny*  dinnere for needy school ehildren# while 

he and his mother could not even afford the penny*dinner  he 

was trying to get for others# Silicosis had shrivelled a 

lung and pulled his heart out of its place# adding to his 

other frailties*  Re cursed his social surroundings that 

continually shoved him back Into the wasteland that was Bub*  

110*8  slums) and he cursed the ways of the world that allowed 

people like his brothers and sister# who had had posslblli*  

ties of becoming something# to die by the wayside because of 

the indifference of teachers# pastors# and officials#
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When the truce come and peace was hoped for, Ireland 

was again split In two| for the Treaty was practically un*  

conditional surrender. But the Treaty was accepted, and 

Be Valera led his Repuhlicans against the J’ree Staters in & 

Civil tor*  The Bishops**eho  had downed the Men of •98, the 

Fenians, and Parnell**faTored  the Free Stater^ end Be Valera 

was forced to surrender. The brighUeyed Cathleen nl Houlihan, 

who had dared to hold her head high during the Rebellion, now 

became the old Hag ef ^eara, Sean blamed the bourgeois class 

for Irelandts plight, saying they sold out the coamon man 

and the comoon taste for a few privileges. At this point his 

faith in religion waned almost to the vanishing point, and 

his hatred of Catholicissi increased,

* Reynolds, •0,Caeey in Erin," fill,, p, 18,

Sean wrote XU S12IX £l 1U ItiLU filUxsa teSL &ad 
received fifteen pounds for it, a cuza that would care for 

him and his mother for seven months, luring the Civil War 
he wrote a one»act play satirising the contesting parties 

involved, but his work was never noticed, ^Is flrot play, 

IU XiaU 1A IM XXOEfiXs th® Abbey Theatre returned with 
the notation that one ef the main characters was reninls*  

cent of other characters in Abbey plays. Bean knew that he 

hud not imitated, because he had only been to the Abbey 

twice in Lis life, Horace Reynolds49 insists that OtCasey
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wa® an Abbey*trained  xaan, but 0* Casey denies this*  Mis 

eecond. play*  IM SaEEflal IfiSllS^U elae »ae returned by the 

Abbey*  but with an added note froa Lennox Boblneon*  then 

Manager of the Abbey Theatre*  that the play had poesiblll*  

ties*  Lady Gregory liked hie third play*  XM prlsison Xa XM 

TrUColoure but it eould not be produced during the revolts*  

tloni and besides*  Lennox Robinson lost the only Manuscript*  

In 1923 OlCasey,e first play to be produced*  Thq Ehadow flX, 

a .Gunmen*  opened to an almost empty house) but by the third 

night the Abbey was sold out*  Sean’s entrance into the world 

as a playwright brought htm but four pounds*

Sometime later he sent in two on a*  act plays I Cathleen 

liaLsaa a skit on Irish politics*  and IM SasilM nt Saxaa*  

a series of dlsousslons and rows in a public*house*  $he Abbey 

accepted the first one) the second*  turned down*  later was 

incorporated as the second act In one of O’Casey’s greatest 

plays*  Sean was learning that many of his plays that had 

been turned down were actually superior to some being pro

duced*  fialhlssa illalm lA had been received by the audi
ence in dead silence*  making Sean the only playwright in 

the history of the Abbey to be received without the clap of 

a single hand*  Disappointed at first*  he grew grimly deter*  

mined) and Juno jyQd the Paycock became his greatest success*  

feats praised him as having given hope and new life to the 

theatre.
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Success was not too sweet for 0* Casey. It did not 

bring him much money, and a few things happened to t.dd to 

the bitterness that already woe eating at his heart, tfaile, 

writing Ths SlSHSU 1215 he had discussed It with
Liam ©•Flaherty, who praised the play to Sean*s  face but 

later condemned it as a bad play in a letter to the Irish 

Slalsssaa*  ©•Casey vowed he would never again reveal his 

works in progress. The reception given X&5 Flou^h and the 

£laia made Sean, for the first time in his life, feel some 

hatred for Ireland, He was drifting away from Inishfalien, 

for in hie work he had found Joy in living with his thought*  

Once enough money was in his pockets, he would leave the 
Island forever,

A group of young writers had tried to get him to 

Join them in an attack on feats, but Sean refused to help 

them. These same young writers began to condemn his works, 

Shaw*e  Dramatic filUlfilm and hathan*s  SbM filUlfi. fi&d 1215 

Drama.*  added to his personal experiences, showed Sean the 

shallowness that was at the bottom of much of the so-culled 

literary criticism,
©•Casey had mailed a copy of his works to in scow, and 

he oommunioated with Ralssa Lomonovska, a Russian in England, 
Sow, tired of the literary cliques of Dublin, busy patting 

each other on the back| disgusted with life os it had to be
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lived tn Ireland; elok of the attitude*  that were »ere pat*  

60Sean O’Casey, Inlshfalien Fare Thee Well (New York: 
The Kacmlllan Company, WiJ, p. 39^7^

61Mary Agnes Doyle. *Sean O’Casey Comes to Chicago," 
Drama, 18 (December, 1927), 69.

»

tern*  of thought that began in Rome and were east through 

*tained*glae*  window*  to fall on Erin, Bean wanted to move 

to England to beoome a voluntary exile fron all these lie*  

of life. Before he boarded the boat that would deliver him 

from the evil*  he hated, Sean looked upon the oity where for 

over forty year*  he had struggled for an existence*
Oh, God Almighty, the life he was living now had almost 
all been spun from what he had felt, had eeen, had 
touched In these few Dublin streets.60

Like Ibsen, 0* Casey* • desire was to show how human 

beings, emotions, and deatlnle*  evolved out of the social 
conditions that nurtured them. His autobiographies are dra

ma. of hl*  life, Mary Agne*  Doyle, who played Juno in Juno 

and the Faveoe^ in Chicago, *ay*,  "What a story—more piti

able and tragic, comic and colorful, than any of his 
play*.* 61 The terrible ordeal*  of Sean O’Casey* s life In the 

slums serve as a bitter exposure of the labor and housing 

problems, and if his sympathies are with Communism, be never

theless stands for the betterment of all mankind. He remarks 

that he could be a supporter of all parties, for in hie 

struggle to see things improved, he made no distinction . u
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between the eolor, race, religion, or politics of a man.58 

It was an everyday battle for O1Casey to gain a sieple live

lihood, and the jobs he held sound like a list by Walt Whit

man. In a letter to the writer, Kr« O'Casey writes,
I try to fight for a oondltion of things which will 
free us all from the anxiety of getting a livelihood. 
None of ue should have to worry about getting a Job when 
we reach working age. This relief alone would hearten 
us to understand life more easily, and free us for fuller 
thought and more expansive enjoyment.63

In summing up, then, Hlppolyte Taino's theory of 
"race, milieu et moment*̂  is perfectly exemplified by 

O'Casey's life experiences and work. Sean O'Casey Inherited 

through his mother, a love of beauty $ and through his father, 
a love of learning. Through Irish history he fell heir to 

olditraditions, old legends, and old troubles. The poverty 

under which he lived shaped hie thoughts,and humanitarianism 

emerged, tinged with pink$ under political and social etrees 

pink turned red. * Protestant in a land of Catholics, he be
came a non-conformer in all hie actions and a Satlonalist in 

religion. At the time of his debut into the theatre, realism 

was enjoying its heyday in Ireland. The peasantry was being

" r 6^NFoor, dear, dead Men," Time. 47 (Bay 13, 1946), 
102.

^^Sean O'Casey, Personal letter to Boston R. Weeks, 
Kay 31, 1960.

^William A. Nitze and X. Preston Dargan, A History of 
French literature (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1922), 
p. 649.
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exalted, and Synge, at the time of hie death, was oonteaplatw . 
ing an urban drama. O’Casey, who was laying bricks next door 

to the abbey when hie plays were produced there, was wading 

In a literary stream that already had a direction and a momen*  

turn. It was Inevitable that If he should write, he should re*  

present his own people and write in a manner that conformed 

to the dictates of the times.

66Thomas Quinn Curtiss, ■Playwright In Process,* 
Theatre ^rts. 30 (August, 1946), 494.

Brooks Atkinson86 has observed that Sean O’Casey’s 

plays are products of his hard and passionate giving;.Thomas 
Quinn Curtiss66 says the raw life of O’Casey fashioned his 

plays. Thue, the voice of ths singer is recorded, but Tains, 
long ago, had determined the song.

' 1 6sBrooks Atkinson, ■O’Casey’s Own Story,*  Book review 
section. The New York Times. (September 8~, 1946), 1.



CHAPISH XV

NATUtULISM XS THS SA11LX FLAXti OF SAAS O’CASEY

The Shaflew of & Gunman. Juno and the PayoooK, and The 

Plough and the Stare oompoae that portion of Sean O*Casey 1a 

works whloh is sailed naturalistla. These three plays gained 

fame for O’Casey and gave new life to the Abbey Theatre, 
which, sinoe Synge, had slipped considerably in prestige*  

Although there is to be found natttrallsai in his later plays, 
it Is fused with expressionism and eerlts discussion along 

with that genre. Thia chapter has for ita purpose the examl» 

nation of these three plays in so far as they deviate from 

the established conception of the naturalistic drama.

___ 1 v
**Lennox Robinson, editor. Lady Greaory«e Journals 

(Hew Yorks The Hacmillan Company, 1947)7^pT 677

Sean O’Casey had made several unsuccessful attempts 

to have a play of his produced tqr the Abbey Theatre. Shen 

The Frost In the Flower was returned with an added note that 

the play was not far from being good, he was encouraged to 

send in another effort, The Crlmeon in the Tri-Colour. Lennox 

Robinson, the manager of the Abbey, sinoe it was a practice 

to write a personal note on rejected manuscripts which showed 
promise, cheered O’Casey on. And Lady Gregory^?,who sent a de

tailed criticism of the characters along with the rejection, 
said, •! believe there is something in you, and your strong

< ♦ * **
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point io characterization.*  O’Caaey oenood ouooeae; he done 

bled his effort!, for his one einbit ion wae to hare a play of 

hie produced in the Abbey,
Ao the 1923 eaaoon of the Abbey oatce to Ito final 

week of poor attendance, O^Caeey1! The Shadow of a Gunman wae 

given the last three nights, A handful of people attended the 

first night| the second night wae good; the third night was 
a oomplete sell*out.® 8 0* Casey*s  dream came true, and the Ab*  

bey was to enjoy a revival of fame. With new plays such as 

O’Caaey’s, with a subsidy from the free State, with new ac
tors and a new manager, the Abbey's auooeae was unpreoedented, 

O'Casey's personal triumph, hie emergence froa poverty to 

reoognition, was a triumph for the oppressed people he repre

sented.

The Shadow of > Gunman, a elow-aoving, almost plotless 

two-aot play, has for its mission the portrayal of the ordina

ry people of Dublin during their sufferings at the hands of 
the Blacks and Tans during England's occupation of Ireland. 

A few brave but often light-headed Republicans waged guerilla 

warfare against the British, and more civilians suffered froa 

the conflict than anyone else. In this contrast that was ob
vious between the dreamy Ideals of the fiepublloana and their 

wretched surroundings, O'Casey detected an irony that was t®

^Sean O'Casey, Inishfalien Fare Thee, Well (NewTork: 
The Kaomillan Company, 1949), p. 163.
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•apply him with the needs to oompoee The Shadow of a, Ounmane 

The scene la laid In a tenement house where Donal Da*  

voren, a poet, epeake eo magnlfieently of rebellion that he 

le mistakenly taken to be a revolutionist*  O*Casey*a  descrip
tion of him eould easily be a self-portraits

His strusgle through life had been a hard one, and his 
efforts have been handleapped b/ an inherited and self*  
developed devotion to ‘the might of deeign, the mystery 
of colour, and the belief in the redemption of all things 
by beauty everlasting,*  His life would drive him mad were 
It not for the fast that he never knew any other. He 
bears upon his body the marks of the struggle for exist*  
once and the efforte toward self-expreeslon.®9

Another charaoter, Seumae Shields, a pedlar of hairpins 

and other notions, is the mouthpiece through whom the slender 

plot le revealed, Kagulre, a ^etublioan and the companion of
♦ *

Sousas, leavee hie bag with hie friend while he takes the day 

off from his peddllng because he has certain business to at
tend to, Hinnie recall, a resident in the house,»is fired by 

the poet’s patriotic speeches. She holds him in reverence, 
thinking him to be a Republican, when actually he is only the 

shadow of a gunman. Hrs. Henderson and Mr, Gallagher, also 

assuming Donal to be a gunman on the run, bring a letter to 

him, addressed to the Kepublloan Brotherhood, hoping he will 

give It to the proper persons and thereby see some trifling 

injustice made right, Donal, enjoying the undeserved

^tiean O’Casey, Collected Flays (London: Maoslllan 
and Co. Ltd,, 1949) I, 95-94.
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adairation of all, pretends to be what he is not*

Mos the stage is set for notion*  Maguire, the Republi*  

can pedlir, ie killed while partiolpating in an ambush*  Hie 

bag is still In the poet*8  room*  The Blaoke and Tans, over

hearing a rumor about a Republloan (Donal) living In the 

house, sweep down In a midnight raid*  Donal has the letter ad*  

dreeeed to the Bepublloan Brotherhood, and he realises if he 

is oaught with it, his guilt would be taken as oertaln*  At the 

same time, it Is disoovered that Maguire’s bag contains bombs. 

Donal and Seumas, so brave and so idealistic, swoon In help*  
lead fear while Minnie, devoted to Ireland, to the Znsurreo*  

tion, and to Donal, takes the bombs to her room. Proving to 

be oomplete cowards, Donal and Seumas allow her to be arrested 

and, as a oonsequenoe, killed*

Although In a naturalistic drama the playwright does 

not express his own opinions or form Judgments, O’Casey him

self thought that the only way to carry out this scheme was 

to burn the writer*  la The Shadow of £ Gunman*  although crit
ics consider it meets the requirements of naturalism, O’Casey’s 

eontlsmnts appear on every page*  Donal Davoren praises Shel
ley because he threw a few rooks through stained glass window^ 

O’Casey’s complete disgust with Irish politics is shown; Tone, 

Emmet, Parnell are worshipped; and O’Casey’s despair over the 

Irish characteristic of laughing at serious things and crying 

over trifles is evident*
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Donal Davoren la also reolnlacent of O’Casey in that 

ha la adulated but given plenty of elbow room when the Tom*  

elea are around, just as OeCaaey waa given plenty of room 

during the Easter Risingsbecause he waa a member of the Irish 

Citizen Ar«y« And in Inlshfallon Fare Thea Well, in a chapter 

called "The Baid,*  a midnight sweep by the Blacks and Tans 

similar to the one in The Shadow of Gunman captures, just 

as in OlCaseyla play, a person who is not at all suspected.
The play, In resolving Itself, gives O,Casoyls Judg*  

went. In his opinion there are too many addle-brained, hell*  

bent*for*glory  men running around trying to win a war with 

occasional pot-shots at the British. tte had seen much stupid 

behavior during the Easter Rebellion, and although he admired 

the courage of the rebels, he considered It foolish courage. 

The Republicans grabbed a star and hoped to be led to their 

destinies. They were, but their destiny proved to be the fir

ing wall and the British dungeon. The civilians suffered.

Bore civilians died than Republicans. ©•Casey’s point is that 
people like Donal Davoren and Beumas Shields, who talk much 

but do little, cause suffering and tragedy in the world.
In Juno and the Faycock and The Plough and the Stars 

appear the same characterletles of O’Casey’s style that are to 

be found. In a less mature manner, In The Shadow of 5. Gunman.
Minnie Powell Is the heroine in The Shadow of a Gun

man, just as women In the other two playa hold the world

59221
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together with their love or oouraga or compaeeioa. And It le 

always a Protestant woman# The oharaotsrlstlo phrase, which 
started with William Boyle*a 6^ oomedles in 1908, is used in 

The Shadow of Gunman, but not so effeotlvely as in Juno and 

The Plough. S'rs. Henderson ie boring with her oft*repeated  

*Am I right or aa I wrong?*  The usual naturalistlo note of 
pessimism is deteoted| the stage is realistioj and but for a 

oontradlotien by Klohael Lennon, the language is well-adapted 

to the characters. Lennon objects to the statement of &rs. 

Grigson in which she says, *1  haven*t  seen sign or light of 
him since.• Says Lennon,

Thia is quite wrmg. 6e Irish shun the perfect tense as 
much as possible. Thia tense is unknown to the Irish 
language and the Irish usage seems to have grafted!it
self onto our own English speech. What Era. Grlgaon 
would have said lai *1  didn’t see sight fsignl or light 
of him.61 ~ “

Such minor defects are insignificant when one considers 

the great talent of O*Casey*s  for contrast. This mingling of 

stark tragedy with humor O’Casey achieves only by a technical 
skill unsurpassed on the contemporary stage. Shakespeare was 
O’Casey*6  constant delight, and certainly the Irishman is an 

able atudent of combining, like hla master, the tragic and

^^Andrew E. Kalona, "The Rise of the Realistic Move- 
»ont,*  The Irish Theatre (London: Macmillan and Co. Ltd., 
1939), p. 93.

1930) 458^Chael *** L®11000’ Ceto0^fl World. 130 (January,
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the huaoroua. This talent grows into genius with the writing 

jZHBSt SH1 Shfi. Payeockf.
In writing his play, O’Casey drew upon his greatest 

souros, a virtual well-spring of humanitarianism that 

quenohed some of the bitterness of tenement life*  This plea 

for toleranoe and understanding can be read between all hie 

lines, and it Is the glue that binds O’Casey’s statements 

Into a drama of universal Importa^ae.

62waiter Starkle, •Sean O’Casey,* The Irish Theatre
(Londont Kacmillan and Co. Ltd., 1939), p. 167.

After the success of The Shadow of Gunman. Lady 

Gregory asked O’Casey to tea. refused, using as an exouse 

the fact that he had to work hard with cement all day, and 

that by the time he got home to his flat and prepared his 

evening meal, he would not be in a condition to attend a tea. 

Ho was still hopelessly poor. tio was grateful, however, and 

despite the failure of Cathleen Met one In. he remembered 

Lady Gregory’s remark that oharaoterlaatlon was his strong 

point. This pat on the back disciplined his writing; he con*  

centrated on his characters; and Juno and the Paycook was the 

result. The figure of Captain Boyle he took from real life, 
and he spent almost five years perfecting him. He la one of 

O’Casey's greatest creations, and Lady Gregory’s encouragement 
no doubt had much to do with the playwright’s finished pro*  
duct. O’Casey once told Walter Starkle68 that he often used 62 *
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real charaotera for hie playe, and that eoKetlmea he used the 

same names.
Juno and the Fayeooh is of all O'Casey*̂  plays the one 

40 
that most nearly meets the demands of the strictly naturalla*  

tie drama, ^lot la minimised and environment is emphasised. It 

Is peesimletlc in its conception and fatalistic in its de*  
nouement. *t  is rigidly objective, almost photographic; and 

I 
it does not resemble, even faintly, in any respect, the well*  

made play.

°dpadralc Colum, The Road Around Ireland (New York; 
The Haomillan Company, 1937), p. 262.

64John W. Cunllffe, Nodem Enmlieh Playwrights (New 
York; Harper and Brothers, 1927), p. 234.

O^asey presents a real picture of tenement life in 

Dublin during the Civil War, and he shows the effects of the 

struggle between Free Stators and the Republicans on the ordi*  

nary folk. In 1924, the year ^uno was produced, there were 

40,000 families living in single rooms. It was not uncommon 

to find several dozen youngsters living in the same house;63 

O1Casey once had a room where he was surrounded by flats that 

contained seven and eight children each. Accused of writing 

only of what he knows, he replied, *What  in the name of Heaven 

should a man write about?* 64 He believed passionately that 
the people, the people in Dublin's slums, were the bone, 
muscle, and brains of Ireland.
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Aa and the Payoook opens, the Boyle faally, who 

live In a two-rooa apartment in a Dublin tenement house, are 

down to their last ehillins because of the laziness of Captain 

Boyle*  who spends his time ♦payaookins1 around with hie fair*  

weather friend, Joxer. Juno earns the daily bread for her 

family, and she, along with her daughter Kary, are the long*  

suffering heroines of the play. O’Casey’s love and respeot for 

his mother find expression in the oharacterlaation of the 

women In many of his plays. Kary has two forees working on her 

life: oireumstanee, pulling her backwardt and a meagre read*  

ing knowledge, pulling her forward. Johnny, the son, is a 

nervous, irritable young man who had had a hip shattered and 

an are blown off While participating as a Boy soout during 

Easter Week. At the beginning of the aot, it la revealed that 

a former friend of Johnny’s and a Republican, has been killed, 
when a furtive figure in a trench-coat looks for Johnny, one 

euspeota immediately that all la not well.

After the last sausage in the house is gone, and the 

captain evidently has been successful In evading all offers 

of a Job, Mary appears on the soene with a young man who an*  

nounoes that the Boyle family has inherited a email fortune 

from a distant relative. A common scheme in Irish realism 

was the employment of a marriage contract or a settlement of 
property.®® Kary falls in love with the young man, a school 

Z~Canfield, Plays, fit ShafiSlM Ireland (New York: 
The Maomlllan Company, 1936), p, 195.
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teacher, who seems to be conscious that he is above the Boyle 

family. It's a *darlln**  situation as far as Joxer Is con

cerned, for everything that will bring hie an extra pint is 

•darlinV

Casey, Collected Plays, op. olt.. I, B7.
67Euphemia Van Rensselaer Wyatt. Catholic sorld. 150 

(March, 1940), 731. ------ ------------

In Act II the Boyle faelly begins an improvement pro
gram. Artificial flowers decorate the rooms} a phonograph is 

bought; Captain Boyle and ^oxer are truly intoxicated with 

their wealth. Kary becomes engaged to the young schoolteacher. 
In Act III the walls come a tumblin1 down, for the school*  -. • 
teacher, in drawing up the will, makes an error that takes 

away the money the Boyle family was to get. They are in debt 
to their neighbors; their furniture la taken back; the teacher 

skips out leaving Kary pregnant; and sometime during the con
fusion Johnny la spirited out by a couple of trench-coated * 

Irregulars, who suspect the erstwhile Boy Scout of not being 

a true-blue Republican. When Juno learns he has been shot, 
ahe mutters a prayer;

Sacred Heart o*  Jesua, take away our hearts o*  stone and 
give us heartstd flesh! Take away.this murdhorln*  hate, 
an*  give us thine own eternal love!66 67

Juno’s prayer is "the only prayer to be heard on the 
stage today. H coffies from Ireland,*®^  says one critic. But
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aa a matter of faat, Thomae Carlyle68 used the words in Paet 

and Present in 1843 when he spoke of hearts of stone and 

hearts of flesh# O'Casey had the right pplrlt, though*  He is 

often Carlylean in his contempt for shallowness and stupidity, 

and the words fit him well*  When Lady Gregory said to him, 

•This is the prayer we must all use; It is the only thing that 
will save us, the teaching of Christ," O'Casey oorreoted her**  
"of humanity*" 6®

’ citiThoma'e Carlyle, Paet and Present (Centenary Sdltlon, 
Vol* 10; Mew York: Charles Scribner's bona, 1843), p* 26*

69Roblnson, on. elt** p* 76*
700*Casey, Collected Plaxfi, jga* pit., I, 155*

In sharp contrast to thia tragedy, the last scene of 
the play ends in comedy that la close to farce*  ^uno and Mary 

leave the Captain, for he la disgraced by Mary's condition*  

As he and ^oxer stumble into the room, which la now empty ef 

furniture, they have not the ellghteat idea of what has hap

pened to Johnny*  The Captain is not even quite aware that his 

family la gone*  Joxer is in a darlln1 stupor, and the Captain 

knows only that "th*  whole worl's. • *ln  a terr*  • *lble  state 
o'*  • •chassis!"70

The comedy of The Shadow of & Gunman la far surpassed 

by the antics of the drinking companions. Captain Boyle and 

Joxer Baly*  There Is such an Sliaabethan quality in the dar

ing and richness of these characterisations as to prompt
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George Jean sathan to say, "They are Moliere full of Irish 
71whiskey.*  The dialogue is earthy but poetic. O’Casey oap« 

tores the full flavor of slum epeeoh, and if suoh high-flown 

prayers as that of Juno seem contradictory to her olaee level, 
Stephen Gwynn testifies for the validity of suoh highly-col

ored phrases by citing a remark he overheard from a Dublin 

cook; "There’s not as such water in the house ae would baptise 
a fairy, and me with the potatoes to put down for dinner.* 78 

This Is natural speech; yet what could be more poetic?

T1^eorge ^ean Hathan, “The Best of the Irish,* News
week. 43 (Jan. 29, 1940), 33.

72 wStephen Gwynn, Dublin Old and "ew (Dublin; Broune
and Nolan Limited, N. d.), p. 3.

In presenting his ’slice of life/ O’Casey’s naturalism 

is as truthful as the master realists, the Russians. Hie char

acters are drunken, ignorant. Godless—and comical. He shows 

these characters as victims of a depressing poverty, and he 

puts upon them the stresses of Civil tiar and of earning a 

living. Trampled upon by these circumstances, the short-oom- 

Inge of their ill-destined lives etomp them further Into the 

mire. For a brief, pathetic moment these people think they 

find the means by which they can leave the squalor in which 
they live. Fate decrees otherwise, and deepair clouds their 

joy. Like Chekhov, O’Casey’s genius is his ability to mingle * 72 * *
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sorrow and joy.

O'Casey has euoh pity for the Irish; yet no one sees 

their faults more clearly. He hits where the hitting is need
ed. O'Casey was bitterly disappointed that the Treaty with 

the British was such that a ^itil War was necessary. He had 

hoped for peace, but instead of linnet’s wings in the evening, 

there were bullets. So O'Casey struck st the political leaders. 
At the production of Juno these political figures ease and 

cowered in their seats.

It was as If O'Casey had in truth and in fact aohleved 
such a setting as Shakespeare had conceived In the play- 
scene In HamleV®

Two years after the production of ^uno. Joseph Wood 
Krutoi?9,offered a oriticlsn which other critics have taken up 

and annoyed O'Casey with ever since. It is his opinion that 

Jnno and the Payoock was aoclaiaed, not for what It was, but 
for what the audience wanted It to be. The Dublin audience 

wae mentally prepared and eager for such an effort, and what 
the play lacked, they supplied out of their imagination. 

O'Casey was sincere, says Krutch, but he was no artist. A bevy 
of cQntamporariea, suehcas^Aga.t.^ jand. Lennon*  have taken up 

the chant that O'Casey's success was due to the propitiousness 

of the moment rather than the dramatic skill of the work.

75Lennon, clt.. p. 456,
74Joseph Wood Krutch, " Dublin buocess,*  Nation. 128 

(Waroh 31, 1926), 348.
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Nevertheless, the Haethornden Prize of 1926 went to Sean 

O’Casey for his play, Juno and the Faycook.The award carried 

a prize of one-hundred pounds, money that O’Casey welcomed, 
for just prior to the announoeaent of the award, he had had 

to pawn his best pair of trousers in order to finance a few 

meals.
After <*uno  was produced, O’Casey worked for thirteen 

months on his new play before turning It over to Lady 

He was still living in a tenement house and waa trying to get 

enough money together to leave Ireland. The Russian, Ralsaa : 
Lomonovska, in England had sow political ideas that O’Casey 

was eager to hear., ,

Just as The Shadow of q Gunman depicted alum life dur

ing the occupation of the Blacks and Tana and Juno and the 

Paycook pictured tenement life during the Civil War, The 

Plough and the Stars presents the problems of the common peo

ple under the stress of the Easter Rebellion of,1916. The 

Plough and the Stars were the symbols of the Irish Citizen 

Army, the first group of young men to arm for rebellion. 
O’Casey himself had been a member of the Citizen Army, and he 

wrote his fIret work. The Story of the Irleh Citizen Army. 

about that small band.
This t^ird play, The Plough and the Stars, presents the 

story of a few people who are caught tp in the terror and 

bloodshed of the Easter Rising. They are all tenants of a
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•Ingle house. There ie e Communist, a Republioan, an Orange*  

man, together with Catholics, oonsumptives, widows, wives, 

and prostitutes. Jack Clitheroe is a connandant in the Citi*  

sen Aray, and Hora is his pretty bride of a few eonths.who 

suffers, as one of the living, the horrors of war. In X Knock 

at the Door we learn that Clitheroe was the name of a young 

girl friend in 0* Casey*s  youth, and in Inishfalien Fare Thee 
Well we discover that Nora was the nawe of a girl tyhom. he had o 

planned to narry but whose Catholic parents discouraged the 

union, Nollser, a young consumptive child, also was taken fro® 

real life. Such a child actually lived in the basement of 

0* Casey1s tenement house,

Fluther Good, a carpenter fond of his pint, has the 

same function as Seumas Shields in The Shadow of cl Ounmani 
through hla the plot moves somewhat jerkily to its tragic 

ending. And like Seumas Shields and Joxer Oaly, he uses the 

characteristic phrase over and over. Everything is "derogato

ry*  to Fluther, Peter Flynn, Hora’s uncle, and the Young Cov*  

ey, her cousin, provide much of the humor in the play with 

their constant bickering. Fluther Good is oonsldered by many 

critics to be one of O’Casey’s greatest comic creations, but, 

in the first two acts, especially, Peter and the Young Covey 

•teal hla thunder*
The Young Covey is Sean O'Casey’* mouthpiece, tie has a 
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look of perpetual protest on his face, and hia epeeoh oontains 

the ideas of the author• Speaking of life, the Young Covey 

says, "It’s all a question of the aooidental gatherin’ togewh^ 
er of teolleyoewels an’ atoms,"^S taken to task for his be*  

lief in evolution, be brings up the matter of the skeleton of 

the man of Java, He speaks anthusiastioally about the freedom 

of the working man, and Karl Karx is his source of argument, 
O’Casey’s strongest emotion, like the Young Covey’s, is his 

76 passion for the rights of man. He la not so concerned about 

freedom as ha is for economio emancipation, and he tries to 

Influence everyone to read Jenersky’s Thesis on the Origin, 

Development, and Consolidation of the Evolutionary Idea st 

the Proletariat, These are clearly O’Casey’s ideas, and this 

attachment to a cause that sill bring about a change in the 

living standard of the people is an exaggerated phase of nat
uralism that is indicative of the coming change in his litera

ry theories.
Act II, the finest act in the play, la based upon 

O’Casey’s one-act play, The Cooing of the Doves, which was re
jected by the Abbey. The scene is the Inside of a pub, and just 

outside the window a rally for rebellion is being held. The 

voice heard through the window supposedly is that of Padralo

Vbo^Casey, Collected Plays, on. clt.. I, 170.
76Frank J. Hynes, "O’Casey at the Bat for Erin," The 

Saturday Heview of Literature. 29 (Kay 11, 1946), 7.
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Pearse,^ who storawd the General Poet Office and proclaimed 

the Irish Republic; and O,Caseyl with the instinct of the na

turalist, uses part of a speech of Pearse's:
Bloodshed Is a cleansing and sanctifying thing, and the 
nation that regards it as the final horror has lost Its 
manhood.•There are many things more horrible than 
bloodshed, and slavery is one of them.* 0

Rosie Redmond, a daughter of the **Digs, ** protests her 

lose of business beoauso the orator outside makes men think 
of "higher things than a girl*a  garters,n79 At thia point 

during the production the audience rioted. Thia single inci*  > - 

dent, however, did not alone prompt the riot. Rosie sang a 

song that was very objectionable and coarse; the flag of the 

GitIsen Army wae brought into the pub; the word *bitch*  was 

need; and the author*a  treatment of the humorous aide of the 

rebellion as well as the tragic side rumpled the people*8  

idealism a little too much. The audience claimed a prostitute 

never walked the land of £rln; phat the flag never saw the in

side of a pub; and that the author was trying to ridicule the 

Irish people. The claim that an Irish lass was never a prosti
tute Is quite naive; the assumption that the flag never saw 

the inside of a pub is merely an assumption; the accusation

''r'p..s^43!Megaitty, ** Dramatist of New Born Ireland," 
North American. 824 (June, 1987), 317.

78O'Casey, Collected Plays, on. sit.. I, 193-94.
7gIbid.. p. 190.
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that O’Caaey intended to ridicule the Irish Is somewhat justl*  

flable. For Just as The Shadow of s Gunman shows the Republl*  

cans to be light-headed and trigger-happy, and Just as ^uno and 

the Paycock shows the terrible eordidness of alum life. The 

Plough and the Stars combines the two elements to show at once 

the superficial objectives of the rebellion and the horrors 
suffered b; many people as a result of a romantic insurrection 

that overlooked problems right under its nose. O*Caaey  present

ed the facts, and the audience, not composed of the tenement 
dwellers, objected. Yhe objectors stormed the stage and re-

M I
leased stink bombsJ the police were oalled to restore order.
Yeats yelled at the mob that they had "once more rocked the 
cradle of a reputation.* 80

Despite the fact that Yeats1a poetic drama was falling 

by the wayside, he fought always fpr the good of the Abbey 

Theatre) and he realised that O’Casey was the beat thing that 

had happened to the Abbey since Synge. George O’Brien, the new 

director of the theatre, objected to Yhe Plough. Lady Gregory, 

rather than submit to any dictatorial policy, would choose 

freedom of expression at the expense of losing the theatre’s 

subsidy. Yeats came to her rescue end defended the objection

able parts of The Plough. Of the prostitute In Act II he sayai

^JoHn daasner, st ora of ■ the Drama (New York: Dover
Publicatlone, 1940), p. 670. /

I I 

\



§he la certainly ae neceeaary to the general action and 
idea aa are the drunkards and wastrels. O'Casey is con*  
treating the Ideal dreaa with the noraal groaaneas of 
life and of that ehe la an oaaantial part.8*

He aiallarly defended the other portions of the play under 

fire, and the riot was the result. However, even though the
i

Irish audience la noted for Its brick*bat  habits, l*<5y  Greg*  
ory68 points out that the disturbance at The Plough and the 

Stars production was caused by women who aade a habit of demon*  

stratIng at different gatherings merely for the excitement.
In Act III the killing and looting that mark the be*  

ginning of the rebellion give way to the tragedy that befalls 
the women. Peter and Pluther are typical of the talk-much, do- 
little type of revolutionary that can'cause trouble, only to-, 

run for shelter when it comes. The heroes of the Citisen Ar*  

sy, as represented by Jack Clltheroe, are typical of the ro*  

mantle idealists who overlook the problems at hand and busy 

themselves with situations that are insignificant compared to 

the real and urgent needs to be faced at home. Slum life and
\

slum problems are the real challenge, O'Casey indicates.
‘Sv

Iq the last act Jack Is killed! the British put down 

the insurrection; and Hora is left in a depraved state of 

mind. Her premature baby dies and is put in the same coffin . X 
with Mollser, the consumptive child, who also has died. Here 

-V-. ni 1 ' ' • ’ ' ’I" -1- P '• -- r ir*-  I ‘wxLennox Robinson, op. clt.. p. 89.
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i» the real tragedy, O’Casey telle ua. A few eeh dying In a 

futile cause are nothing compared to the Bufferings that the 

living endure*  Thia note of paoifism grows with each new play 

of O’Casey’s*  His real sympathy is for the women*  The most 

macabre scene that O’Casey has created Is that -one in the 

last act with Peter and Fluther playing cards on fiollser’s cof
fin. Nora la Insane with griefj the sound of fighting In the 

atreets drifts up to the room, darkened except for the red 

glare of the fires la O’Connell Street*
when Bessie Burgess, a street fruit-vendor who has 

quarrelled ceaselessly with ^ora, nurses her during her ill**  

ness, O’Casey shows that, essentially, the people are united*  

Catholic and Protestant can be friendly when circumstance de

mands it, and suffering is such a olroumetanoe*  Bessie Is 

killed trying to protest Nora, and the play ends when the Brit

ish soldiers, who come up to inspect the body, have a cup of 

tea and sing •It’s a Long Way to Tipperary**
A notable emphasis on rrotestantlsa Is to be found In 

The Plough and the Stars, For instance, when O’Casey needs to 

send someone for a doctor to care for Nora, several men turn 

down the job, and Bessie Burgess, a Protestant, rune the 

gauntlet of bullets*  Thio emphasis is no accident, for O’Casey 

at this time was saving his money to go to England*  The added 

emphasis on Socialism Is no accident, either; it is an indicate 

tlon of O’Casey’s coming change in residence*  This Protestant
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•yfipathy undoubtedly was designed to attraot the attention of 
the English aud^enoe*  He oould aooompllsh this on the Irish 

stage beoause at that tine the dlreotorate of the Abbey was 

almost entirely non-Cathollo«
The Young Covey, with his Sooiallstlo speeches, brings 

a new quality to O’Casey^ plays*  Whereas in Juno and the Pay*  

oook fat al las la the prevailing tone. The Plough and the Starai 

in the character of the Covey, contains the Marxian theory 

that active will has an important role in society*  Strict nat
uralism has no place for a purposive will; but henceforward 

the idea of society being able to transform itself bj action 

is to be dominant in all of Chasey's plays*
There is another new and very Important trend in The 

Plough and the Stars* O'Casey’s two previous productions had 

an Elizabethan quality about them in characterization*  The 

Plough*  too, contains this element*
Young Covey roare his gospel of economic regeneration 
with the emphasis of Pistol; there is a Falstafflan ring 
about Pluther.**;  old Tlxnn Is Shallow all over again; 
and Rosie is pure Doll* 65

But the most significant Elizabethan quality is not character
ization but presentation*  The Abbey never spent much money for 

stage settings, with the result that acting had to take the 

place of realism on the stage*  O’Casey employed the simplicity

' " 63JaiBea Agate, The Contemporary Theatre (London! Chap
man and Hall, Ltd., 19277, pp. 46-47*
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of the SllBabethan in this reepeot*  Oliver 3. Sayler writes, 

O^asey, like the Blizabethana, is content with symbolic 
stimuli to the imagination**a  handful of soldiers with 
property swords serving as proxy for untold armies 
looked in mortal strife*®*

‘ 64011ver H. Sayler, *The Play of the Week,* The Satur
day Review of Literature. 4 (Dec. 10, 1987), 487.

85George Jean Nathan, world’s Great Plays (Cleveland: 
The World Publishing Company, 1924), p. 12.

88joseph Wood Krutoh, *Poet Laureate,* Nation. 141 (Dec 
81, 1987), p. 718.

This one quality is prophetic of the symbolism that is to 

come in his next drama, The Silver Tassle.
Despite the fact that The Plough and the stars has been 

hailed by many critics as "one of the classics of the modern 
world theatre,* 8® Joseph Wood Krutoh,* 88 in attacking his plays 

with unflattering and, to borrow from Flather, •derogatory1 

remarks, persists In remaining O’Casey^ perpetual persecutor. 
According to Krutoh, there Is in 0‘Casey* a plays no form, no 

movement, no informing purpose? the characters are weak and 

are strung together with skimpy melodramatio action. defies 

anyone to recall after six months anything except a jumbled, 

confused memory of some drinking, fighting, and dying.
After the riot at the Abbey during the production of 

The Plough and the Stare. O’Casey decided once and for all 

that Dark Rosaleen held no more attraction for him. He put the 

Irish Sea between him and hla past? he became one of Xnlsh*  

fallen’s wild geese, a voluntary exile that sought In other
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oliaee what he failed to find at hone*  tie carried with him new 

ideas and new hopes*  His new ideas ooncerned a different kind 

of drama, a better drama; and his new hopes oonoerned a dif

ferent kind of life, a better life.

In this chapter, the writer, by observing Sean O,Caseyla 

life experienoes and the consequent pattern of his thought, 
has attespted to show that the naturalise In his early plays 

was not attrlbutabls to a studied, conscious art; but that it 

was the result of hard and raw living. O’Casey knew little of , -t 
the historical settings of naturalise. As pointed out in Chap
ter III, he fell into a literary streae that already had a di*  

restion and a eonentue. He was the product of social olroua- 

stancoe, and his playa were the product of literary circum

stances.

Of the historical background of naturalise, he says, 
•I know as little about thee as the Quantum Theory.As far 

as being a conscious naturalistic writer, he Bays,

Ho...I hadn’t heard the term, and, even now, don’t bother 
my head about these distinctions or differences. The af
fairs of Juno happen In the big tenement,hou8e, where I 
lived, and I was the one who told Juno LKrs. Moorj) that 
the will wasn’t worth a damn. I Just set down what hap
pened in ay own way.6*

6TSean O’Casey, personal letter to *Uston  R. Weeks, 
June 26, 1950.

88



CHAPTaH V

AApxuwieK^iloM Ubi THa LaTwi PaaXA OP AAAN O,Ca»aY

It stands to reason that 0* Casey, onoe he had put Ire

land behind hie, should abandon naturalism for a form in which 

he could express his inner emotions. In his first three efforts 

he gave Ireland her chronicle plays. How, with Ireland*s  epochs 

written about, labeled, and pigeon-holed, he must search for 

new materials. Separated from the source of his tBaterial, he 

must rely on his Imagination more than ever. The dogmatism of 

naturalism tired O’Caeey. In religion and politics he believed 

in evolution, and it follows that he should reject the setnesa 

and finality of naturalism and attach himself to some form of 
literature that would allow growth, progress, and, consequent

ly, imagination, in his creations. Expressionism satisfied 

these new demands. From the representative art of naturalism 

he turned to the presentatlve art of expressionism. From pho

tographic art he turned inward, to a drawing of the emotions 

personal to the artist. For those eritice who insist that 
O’Casey, in exiling himself from ^reland, cut himself off from 

his material, let it be remembered that O’Casey’s mind and 

heart were filled to the brim with many memories and many emo

tions. And since his new art was to be an expression of inner 

significances rather than outer realities, he had his material 
with him. What ths eye sees, the hand can paint; and the
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pioture will be an illusion of reality—that la naturaliam. 

What the heart feels, the mind can express, and the expression 

will be the essence of the thing felt or imagined—that ie ex

press Ionian. The purpose of thia chapter is to examine the ex- 

pressionistlo technique of O^Caaey’e later playa, noting those 

intuitional, nystio, and personal values of his art that dis
tinguish his dramas from other expresslonlsllo plays.

Sean O’Casey the pacifist, not satisfied with his pre
vious attempts to express his bitter denunciation of war, 
turned, in The Silver Tasale. to expressionism. Harry Keegan, 

home on leave from the front, wins the silver tessle, the cham

pionship cup, for the third straight time, giving it to the 

Avondale Football Club permanently. Bessie Talte, a cHCvaceous 

lassie who plays up to the man of the hour, is engaged to Harry 

Susie Monioan loves Harry, too, and she is jealous of Jessie. 
Harry’s family is eager to get him back on the boat to France, 

for they are primarily Interested in the malntenanos money re— 

oeived from the government for his being In the fight. Krs. 
Keegan persuades Harry to postpone his marriage to Jessie so 
that she will not be done out of her money. Yhe first act moves 

fast, ie humorous and oynical at once, in the best O'Casey tra

dition. In preparation for the second act, which la entirely 

different from anything he had done before, O'Casey employs 

a language more poetic than he has previously used:
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!An the hedge*  by the road**lde  •landin’ etlff in the 
silent cold of the air, the frost bead*  on the branohe*  
glietenln1 like to*a ’d»down diamond*  from the breasts of 
the stars.,.,®”

®9Sean OACasey, Collected Play* (Londons Macmillan and 
Company, Ltd., 1949), II, 6.

90Ibld., p. 29.

Yet, he uses the same kind of double-talk that one finds in 

anyti'of his previous plays to set the tone for the next aot$ 

oOut with one of them wine-virgins we got In ♦The Kill in 
the Field,*  Barney, and we'll rape her in a^last hot 
coioent before we set out to kiss the guns 1* 90

Aot II of this play started a oontroversy that com

pletely separated O'Casey from the Abbey Theatre and split 

the Grillos, who formerly were almost unanimous In their 

praise of him, into two groups, one heaping praise, the other 

casting abuse,. This, act marks O'Casey's venture into expres
sionism, and If it 1*  stiff and <artlflolal. It nevertheless 

is the beginning Of.a?new style In England, a style as yet un
matched by any of O'Casey's conteBporarle*.

The scene 1*  a war-ravaged spot Just behind the trenches, 
Augustus John, an English painter, following the example of 

Gordon Craig, who attempted to give poetic exprxsslon to the 

drama by effective stage-settings, in painting the setting*  for 

The Silver Tassle. exaggerated the groteequeaees of the shell- 

rent monastery, the barbed wire, the blasted stumps, and the 

gun emplacement. The soldier*  in the •cone are cold, weary, and 
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deooralieed. They are without Identity, but are referred to as . 

1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th soldlersj they are types, representative 

of aany men. Fatigued froa twelve hours of duty of ammunition 

transport, the men weleome a short breather. A Visitor danoes 

In blithely to Interrupt the day dreams of the soldiers; one 

was visioning his wife and little girl, crying for a balloon. 
The Visitor, like some war correspondents, la very brave; for 

he can get as much out of war as he wants and dance blithely 
away kgain. 01Casey’s satire is humorous but bitter, and he 

touches upon the things a foot-soldier would experience or 

complain about.

Deserving of a rest, the exhausted men must parade—a 

typical ar^r trick. They must attend a stupid lecture—a com
mon arsy duty. And what is more, they have to wear gas-masks— 

a real army punishment! A Staff-Wallah tells them exactly how 

to wear the masks:

Brigade Orders, c/x 143. b/y 341. Regarding gas-masks. 
Oas-maaks to bo worn round neck so as to lie in front 
2| degrees from socket of left shoulder-blade, and 2 3/4 
degrees from socket of right shoulder-blade, leaving 
button margin to reach | of an inch from second button 
of lower end of tunic. Order to take effect 6 A. H. 
following morning of date received.9*

This is not as exaggerated as much as it might seem, for 

United States Army orders often are as complicated.

When the soldiers speak, it is in antlphonal chant.

^ilbU.. pp. 51-52.
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The movement la rltuallatlo, and the muslo la similar to that 
92of the church eervlce# The dialogue la not Irish brogue; 

rather it is stylized. O’Casey uaea blank verse, prose, 

rhymed lines, and a rhythmlo effect reminiscent of the Old 

Testament, of which he la a scholar. What O’Casey la trying to 

do is to present a croaa-sectlon of the emotions of the sol*  

dler. O’Casey gives their dreams In one selected and concen*  

trated bit of dialoguei

9ZStark Young, "Sean O'Casey and Victor Chenkln," New
Republic. 61 (Nov. 27, 1929), 17.

960'Casey, Collected Plays. olt.. II, 48/

9*Ibid.. p. 46.
98Ibld.. p. 53.

Would Ood I smok'd an1 walk'd an' watch'd th' 
Dance of a golden Brimstone butterfly, 
To the saucy pipe of a greenfinch resting 
In a drowsy, brambled lane in Cumberland.93

Though they are thoroughly despondent, the men still have 

some faith: "There's a Gawd knocking about somewhere.But 

they are resigned to the hopelessness of their own situation: 
Christ, who bore the cross, still weary. 
Now trails a rope tied to a field gun.* * 96 * 98

The final prayer to the guns, grimly chanted by the whole cast, 

contains O'Casey's finest expression of his hatred for war. 

This whole act is indebted to Ernst Toiler's Kasses and Nan. 

Though there Is much pessimism in O'Casey, he, like Toller,
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had a faith in a naw world. Toller, also a paoifiat, platured 

the tragedy of war and envisioned a revolution without blood*  

abed. In O,Caeeyte earlier naturalistic plays ths vision of a 

world reaads, but remade without bloodshed, is manifest*  As 

Toller was convinced that love could remake society, so is 
O'Casey confident that "Religion is love** 96 97 Thia idea of love 

or co-operation remaking the world is RSseian and la in direct 
97 contrast with the western world's concept of competition*  

Thus, expressionism was partly bom of the struggle between 

two worlds*  This now Idealism found in expressionism a limit
less field for new expression, and just as Act II of The Sil
ver Tassle is hazy In outline, so Is the world, with Its class 

struggle, vague In its outline*

96Ibid., p* 14,
97E. Stanley Jones, Christ's Alternative to Communism 

(Hew York: The Abingdon Press, 1936), pp* 14-16*

The setting In Act III Is a hospital ward*  Harry, para

lyzed from the waist down and twisted of mind, Is neglected 

while others In the ward with minor ills are given much atten
tion*  Jessie throws over Harry for a soldier who has won a 

medal*  Moot of Harry's family are In the hospital or visiting 

there; just how they all got to the one place is left unsaid, 

deliberately, to avoid realism. Harry is advised to forget 

<?eosle, for he has been hit in the spine*  This act Is a ter

rible let-down from the second act, which builds up an
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emotional tenaeneea that suffers from the oaeualnese of the 

hospital ward. The reader’e emotion ie not ready to be turned 

off like a fauoet; yet, that is what ie expected of Harry 

Heegane He is not ready for the return to normalcy. In Act IV 

Harry, full of self-pity, glides around like a ghoul in a 

nightmare. The scene is a party at the Avondale Football Club 

where members have forgotten Harry, their one-time hero. The 

war is over; people are readjusted; and they look with uncon*  

corn upon human wreaks like Harry, despairing of life, grieved 

by hie loss of the faithless Jessie, Harry crumples the silver 

tassie Into a twisted mass. Just as now he is a twisted mass, 

and presents It to the club. The symbol of triumph becomes a 

symbol of tragedyl Susie Konlcan utters the only solution in 

the whole acts
We can,t give sight to the blind or make the lame walk. 
We would if we could....As long as wars are waged, we 
shall be vexed with woe...but we, who have come through 
the fire unharmed*  must go on living. Come along, and 
take your part In life!95

O1Casey, writing to Lady Gregory from London, said that 

he thought hie new play was the best he had written and that 
he wrote It because of love for the work and a deep feeling 
that it should be written.®9 He wrote It in secret, not let

ting anyone know what it was about Wntll ho had finished it.

Oeibid..1 p. 103.

"Lennox Robinson, editor. Lady Gregory*s  Journals (Hew 
York: The Kacmillan Company, 1947), p. 104.
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When he sent It to the Abbey, he had every right to expeot the 

play to be produced, for he, aleost alone, had restored the 

theatre to a prestige unenjoyed since Synge. Lennox Robinson 

did not like the elxture of realisa end expressionism, and he 

rejected the play. Lady Gregory was dissatisfied with the last 

two acts. And Yeats condemned the' work as a bad play and re*  

fused to produce it.

0* Casey was bitter, and rightfully so, with Yeats} for 

The Silver Tassie has enough poetry in it to justify produc*  > 

tion. Yeats was foolish to reject the play, for its selected 

and concentrated language is allied with the move to reetot*e  

the poetic drama to the stage, and that was Yeats’s dream. He 

rejected his dream. He was too arrogant and proud, says Gabri
el Fallon,^00 to allow O’Casey to drag the Abbey out of natur

alism. Since that day the Abbey Theatre has slipped, and today 

the National Theatre of Ireland has not the reputation it had 

twenty years ago. Geared to naturalism, it la doubtful whether 

Yeats’s cast could have done credit to the Taesle anyway.

O’Casey, already somewhat a force in the theatre, could 

get the play produced in London If for no other reason than 

that it had become a cause eelebre. C. B. Cochran, an English 

producer, spent and lost a good deal of money staging The Tas- 

ale at the Apollo In London. It ran for only eight weeks, but

l°0(labriel Fallon, “Pathway of a Dramatist,*  Theatre . 
Arts. 34 (January, 1950), 39.
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the oontroverey started by the exahange of letters between 

Teats and O’Casey raged on. Bernard Shaw101 102 oha^iloned the 

play and drew some support for O’Casey*  Gordon Bottomley, a 

modern poet who liked the poet’s way of using the theatre, 
wrote of the second aot of The Silver Taeeie.

Iv-kieorge Freedley and John A. Reeves, 4 History of the 
Theatre (Hew fork: Crown Publishers, 1941), p» 492.

102 Ashley Dukes, Theatre Arts. 16 (October, 1931), 791-2.

Allardyce Hlcoll, British Drama (Londons aoorgo G. 
Harrap and Co. Ltd., 1949), p. 463.

iO4Harold Clurman. "Theatres Off Broadway," New Repub
lic. 121 (Sept. 19, 1949), 22.

105T. L. Connolly, "The Case of Sean O’Casey," Common
weal. 23 (»b. 14, 1936), 442.

Kr. O’Casey in that hour opened new means of expression 
to English dramatists; he showed them ways to say impor
tant things of which naturalism does not know how to 
speak; he used symbols as the oldest and graatest drama 
of all did, and in doing so helped them toward new life for our tlme.l58

Allardyce Kleoll writes, *By  far the greatest achieve

ment In what may for convenience be called the •Continental*  

manner is the second act of Br*  Bean O’Casey’s The Silver Tas*  
AU.'103 4 105

On the other side of the fence, Harold Clurman^04
ins

•ays The Taeeie is foolish; from Ireland T« 1. Connolly 

writes that O’Casey la a deliberate propagandist and that the 

play la buffoonery*  When Teats argued that O’Casey oould never
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find himself in England because he could never become a child
and grow up again, or11Ice took up the caae and have begged 
him ever elnoe to come home, Sean O’Faolaln,10® In a elnoere 

and Sympathetic putting-out*of-the•welooiae-home  mat, touches 

upon one reaeon why O’Casey will never go back; that Is, 

O’Casey has become engrossed In humanity.

L^iean O’Faolaln, •The Case of Sean O’Casey,* Common
weal. 25 (Oct. 11, 1935), 576.

107Carl Van Doren and Bark Van Doren, Amerloan and 
British Literature Since 1890 (New York: D. Appleton-Century 
Company, 1940), p, 340,

To O’Casey, being engrossed In humanity means subser

vience to the word En-Kassej Russia, too, was Interested in 

the word En-Basse, Consequently, by living In England and writ

ing his expreeeionlstle dramas, O’Casey had found hie place In 
f

the sun. He would never go back to the land of bitter memories!
When O’Casey wrote Within the Gates, a symbolic allego

ry that was completely axbjeotlve and stylised, that used fan

tastic scenes, recitative, and song to evoke its mood of dis
illusionment and revolt, critics like,Carl and hark Van Doren, 
who already thought that O’Casey had dissipated hie energies

Tbe Silver Taeele. became convinced that the playwright had, 

by exiling himself from Ireland, totally destroyed his drama
tic abilities.* 107

The scene of the play Is a park In London, and its
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theme is the hypocrisy ©f formal religion and of the shallow 

society that upholds it. This theme la built around the dis  

order of the world, or more specifically, of England, after 

World ®ar I. within the Sates, says Florence Codman, ie  

OfCasey’s dramatisation of the Waste Land of the post-war 
world; • ® and the parlc represents that wasteland. The charac

ters are not individuals but types, and they compose a cross- 

section of humanity. The speech Is not O’Casey’s Irish brogue, 

but Cockney; but he captures the sarthy humor of the English 

poor as well as he did the Irish, Gaesner sums up the charac

ters— who are hot really characters at all, but voices—in 

this manneri

*

*

i0

^^Florence Codman, "Sean O’Casey,* Nation, 158 (April
25, 1934), 476.

lo$John Gassner, Haetere of the Drama (New York: Dover 
Publications, 1940), pp. 570-71.

He Ep’Casey] dramatised the misery of the world’s out
casts in the person of the Young Whore, the hypocrisy of 
the master classes and the Church in the character of the 
Bishop who fathered and forgot her, the impoverished 
spirit of the people in the chorus of Down-and-OHfl, and 
the upsurge of the human will in the Dreamer....* 0* 

O’Casey's humanitarianism reaches Its peak in thia play; for 

as an Irishman who loves his fellow Englishmen, he goes be
yond the narrow nationalism of pride in country and professes 

that all men are brothers, tte pities the suffering English, 
but he sees in the Young Whore, who Is symbolic of youth, the * 25
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oourage and determination of people to live life to the hilt 

and die danoing# Her heart ailment le symbollo of the unstable 

future that youth must foot. Grenville Vernon dalle the play 
a "hedonistio farrago,"  and justifiably so; for the Dream  

or says, "9111 none of you ever guess that man can study man, 
or worship God, in danoe and song and storyI"

110 *

111

HQi>renirllle Vernon, Commonweal, 21 (Nov. 9, 1954), 65.
111O*Casey, Collected cit., II, 124.

The play has no plot, so far as progressive action le 

conoemed. The purpose of the play Is not to tell a story but 

to evoke a mood. We learn that a ghost-drum le always heard 

when England io in danger; and the sombre chant of the Down*  

and-Out chorus, with the ead, muffled drum-beat in the back

ground, createe the temper of a world about to collapse. The 

chanting of the Evangelists, urging all to be converted be*  

fore It is ’’too late, too late, too late," has the same rhythm 

of Thomas Hardy’e rook that found "no grain, no grain, no 

grain." A kind of fhythm, created by ohant, song, and the move
ments of the characters, takes the place of plot. When the 

Readers read of murder, rape, suicide, and divorce in the news
paper, the park band plays "London Bridge le Falling Down;" and 

the Readers sing that "gold and silver will not do11 while two 

comics argue whether England should be on the gold or silver 

standard. This ts--like;T. Ss -El'idt's’ fltte. HolloWL The play,
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llglble aymbollem, Gassner calls a •noble failure,*H 8 despite 

its humanity, its irony, and its hope, with its conflict with 

the conventional***It  •as been the few rebels life gave us...
113 that have rushed the world ahead!•** the play has been com*  

pared to the old morality plays} but for once Joseph Wood 
Krutoh^1* is in step with the other critics when he calls the 

play a charade—a guessing game. Almost without exception 

critics agree that O*Casey,  in trying to advance hie art, suf*  

fered through loss of unity and through the absenoe of the 
strong characterisations which attracted Lady ^regory and gave 

him hie chance In the theatre. John Van Bruton, although ha 

got seoond*hand  from the Bishop his idea for the title of his 

pin/ The Voice of the Turtle, ridicules O’Casey in that play. 
Bill Page, telling of the types of plays he did not like, pokes 
fun at dramas with men paralyzed from the waist down [the 811*  

ver Tussle] and with prostltUes, bishops, and atheists repre
senting a cross-seatlon of life [within the Gates],

Few critics seem to think that expressionism, which is 

so opposed to naturalism, contains elements of realism. If the 

gruesome war scene in the second act of The 8liver Tassie is 

not realistic in sub .loot matter, then what is? If the antics

11^0’Casey, Collected Plays, co. alt.. II, 151.

Joseph Wood Krutoh, "Hr. O’Casey’s Charade,*  Nation. 
139 (Nov. 7, 1934), 546.
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of the Huroemalds and the Guardsman, and of the Young Kan in 

Plua-Foure and the Boarlet Woman are not realletlo in speech 

and behavior, then what is? Bxpresaionien is a technique, and 

it is technique that O’Casey experiments with in his first 
ventures into his new medium, X, D, Zabel,116 one of the flret 

critics to realise that Sean O’Casey’s expressionism was re

turning Imagination and poetry to the theatre, blamed the fall*  

ur* within the Gates on the incompatibility bf this realis

tic element to fuse with the poetic element.
To defend his play against the critics O’Casey wrote 

The Flying Wasp, a book that shows off hie Irish temper. He 

hits hard at the oritics who condemned The silver Taeeie while 

praising^SherrIff’a Journey’s End, a play with a similar motif, 
fih^^r'iff had never read Shakespeare, and when persuaded to do 

so, he disliked the unnatural soliloquies of Hamlet. O’Casey 

condemns naturalism} he says the champion cricketer has more 

influence on the people than Shakespeare; he hails Kickey Kouse 

as the greatest actor in England; and he places England’s posi
tion in the theatre Just ahead of the Republic of San Sarlnot

Especially is O’Casey angry with James Agate, who thought 

Within the Gates to be so much rubbish; and when he is not elo

quently cursing Agate, he Is less eloquently cursing everyone

li&M. D. Zabel, •Poetry for the Theatre,*  Poetry. 45 
(December, 1934), 155,
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who likes, even juet * little bit, Noel Coward1* play*.  As for 

Agate's adelttlng that the play is beyond him, O'Casey says, 
•To whisper the faot to the world rather than oonfine it be*  
tween four walla—I am not a damn bit surprised,*!! 6

O'Casey renounces realism as dull; and he olaims that 
oritioe favor it because It is easy to understand and explain. 
Like Poe and Baudelaire, O'Casey favored susgeetlveneas In 

his words. He had seen T. 8. Eliot's Eurder in the Cathedral 

and was much impressed with Its echo of fine things said in 

the drama long ago. The music and song and dance of the Elisa*  

bethan play and titual of the °reek drama led O'Casey to write 

within the Oates. The stirring of the heart, as conceived by i 

the expressionist, was more vital to O'Casey than the stirring 

of the hair as seen by the naturalist. Ho believes, with Max

well Anderson, that "The theatre le essentially a cathedral of 
the spirit.* 117

The Star Turns bed. O'Casey's next production, he wrote 

primarily to be a oathedral of the pplrlt of the proletariat. 
With the revolutionary seal of a Bolshevik, O’Casey in this 

play shows the struggles and the ultimate victory of the work
ing class in spite of corrupt church leaders and petty polltl*  
clans. H Is a typical Marxist melodrama. The time 1*  tomorrow,

A!®8ean 0•Casey, The FlyIna Wasp (London} Macmillan and 
Co. Ltd., 1937), p. 49.

!!7Ibld.. p. 106.
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and when ^ed Jia, the voioe of Communism, Is asked what he 

wants, he answers with a familiar "The world." Even George 

Jean Hathan, who has championed O'Casey from the beginning, .» 
will not follow him into the aggressive Communism of this < 
play*  Nathan^^8 thinks that Strindberg and Communism are the 

worst influences on modern playwrights, and he fears that the 

Communism of The Star Turns tied has seriously affected O’Casey’s 
art*

*i°George wean Nathan, Enc3?ulda»<fla of the Theatre (New 
York: Alfred A. Knoff, 1940), p. 886.

The play la dedicated to the men and women who fought 

through the great Dublin lookout in 1913. Dublin was the hub 

of distribution for Ireland, and most jobs were unskilled 

freight-handling jobs*  O’Casey, who worked at many of these 

menial tasks himself, war very sympathetic with the workers. 

The play Itself revolves about two sons: Klan, a Fascist, and 

Jack, a Communist who keeps Lenin’s picture on the wall and con
stantly plays the "Internationale" on his cornet. This split 

In the family is reminiscent of the differences of opinion in 

O’Casey’s own household concerning political issues.
Red Jim is the symbol of Communism, of the revolting 

worker; the Purple Priest of the politicians represents the 

authoritarianism and power-madness of the Roman Catholio 

Church*  A young girl speaks of the staleness of the story of 

Christ, but she also says that her grudge is not against the
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Church but the pietletlc attitudes of certain of ite »lnieterst 

which is a perfect picture of O’Casey*a  point of view.

I^O'Casey* 1;, Collected Plays, op. oit,. II, 324-26.
I29sean O’Casey, personal letter to Jeston R. Weeks,

June 26, I960.

The Star Turne Red la a vision of a new way *f  life, 
and Red Jin speaks the noblest passage 0* Casey has written for 

the defense of the poor:

If the heritage of heaven be the heritage here of shane 
and rags and the dead pussle of poverty, then we turn our 
backs on itI If your God stands for one child to be born 
in a hovel and another in a palace, then we declare 
againet his. *f  your God declares that one child shall be 
clad in silks'and another in sores, then we declare 
against him. If your declares that It takes a sack of 
sovereigns to keep one child and a handful of pence to 
keep another, then we declare against hi®. If your God 
declares that one child shall dwell in the glory of know*  
ledge and another ehall die in the poverty of ignorance, 
then we declare against hi®) once and for all and forever 
we declare against your God, who hath filled the wealthy 
®/ith good things and hath sent the poor empty awayliX’

O,Caeey has transposed the words of St. Luke 1:63 in 

this cynical protest against the rich. He says of the play that 

•there’s no denunciation *n  it that can't be found in the Bi*
120 ble,*  and he cites Asos as an example of hie proof..

The star In the play Is the Star of sethlehe®, and it 

can be seen, through one of two rear windows on the stage, 

shining by a church spire. If there has ever been any confu
sion about the compatibility of O’Casey’s revolutionary ardor 

and his pacifism, this play clears it up. Like Toller, O’Casey 

wanted improvement for the workers) but he wanted this
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revolution to oo»e about without bloodshed. How? When the eol*  

dlere eareh on Med Jim and hie workers, the Communists oonvert 

them. What oould be more simple? It le not a recommended mili

tary procedure, bit it ie expressionistic art. The star, 
tickled pink with the goings on, moves over by the factory chim

neys in the other window.

I^^John V. Kelleher, "O'Casey in Boston," New Republic. 
113 (March 20, 1944), 380.

During the battle with the Fasoists, whom O*Casey  con
siders bloodless, the Had Guards, to the tune of Glasounov's 

Preamble to *Scenee  de Ballet,*  go through the movements of 

battles firing, loading, and dying with clenched fists raised 

high. If O'Casey is lost politically, he nevertheless in this 

play uses his prerogative as a genius to utilize his imagina
tion expressionlstioally. And where else on the stage is a 

comparable vision of the world remade?

In fted Roses for Me. O'Casey, •like Joyce...is living 

on his youth, eating it dally with new sauces, finding no new 

nourishment in the life he Is living.This play, too, is 
centered "around the Dublin Transport Workers' strike of 1913. 

It is a play constructed out of the experiences related in his 

autobiographies; Indeed, many of the same sentences are to be 

found in Red Roses for Me that are In Pictures in the Hallway: 
and he uses many sentences in the last two of his autobiogra
phies that apparently were lifted right out of the play.
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Ayaaaonn Breydon is the young Sean O’Caeey, fired with Shake-- 

^peare, Huskln, Darwin, and soolallem; he tries his hand at 

painting and writing worse. A few of these bad verses, written 

under the Influence of Hora, the girl he left behind him, are 

Windfalls, a collection of poeas, short stories, and one- 

act plays, published In 1934. Krs. Breydon, with her unself
ishness and love of auek, fuchsia, and geraniums, is Hrs. 

O’Caseyj Sheila, with her dominating Catholic parents and her 

insistence that Apaaonn succeed, is the Kora described in 

Inlshfallen fare Thee Well. In the character of Kullcanny, * 
O’Casey’s evolutionary beliefs are embodied: a man’s hand Is 

like a monkey’s paw, a horse’s hoof, the flipper of a seal, or 

the wing of a batj a man has traces of a tail, or, in scienti

fic language, ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny.

122Hobert Fordyce Alckman, "Sir. Sean O’Casey and the 
Striker,* 19th Century. 96 (April, 1946), 173.

Ayamonn is the speaker for the workers, who, demanding 

a shilling raise, are routed and clubbed by the police. The 

shilling Is not much, but it represents the first step in a 

long march toward a new world. This belief in the future is 

O’Casey’s main theme. It Is his mission in life to see that 

one and all receive the fair fruits of the earth. Above this, 

however, is a higher goal, for O’Casey, like Shelley, “has 

passed on to the Apotheosis of man.1*3-82 In the expresslonlstlo 

third act a group pf pedlars sell their wares on the bleak and
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blaok streets of a poverty-etrioken Dublin*  Life has passed 

them by, and the city appears as *a  graveyard where th1 dead 

are all above the ground**  Under the inspiring influence of 

Ayaaonn’s words, the pedlars arouse themselves) and the city 

of Dublin shines with bright colors. Ayamonn is the trumpet 

in the city, and the people .are not afraid. Like a scene in 

Piotures in the Hallway described In Chapter XII, Ayamonn 

dances with a young girl while the people clap a tune. It Is a 

dream, a vlaion of what O'Casey would like the world to be—a 

world of dancing, muslo, and the brotherhood of man. O'Casey 

Is a romantic Communist, an artistic Communist, a literary 

Communist whose gospel is the urgency to live fully and well. 

When Ayamonn admires a painting by Constable, it symbolizes 
the happy union of Communism and culture^, when Brennan o' the 

Boor, who has a fortune in the Bant of Ireland, regilds the 

Madonna of the Catholic women of the house, it represents capi
tal Ism upholding painted superstition)rand when Ayamonn dies for 

Ireland, one senses that victory, not defeat, is in the air for 

the proletariat and that red roses, the symbol of the House of . 

Lancaster and of royalty, shall be worn by all men. Using Irish 

history and Irish characters, O'Casey had written what many 

critics acclaimed hla finest play since he had left Ireland—

^Z;5t»ean 0'Casey» ^ed Hosea tor.Ye (BewTorkt The Kacmll- 
lan Company, 1943), p.,9O. . ,
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Ke4 Rosea Tor £e*  George Kayberry^2^ attributea the euaoeea of 

the play to O’Casey*a  return to Irish national prablema.

I^^George Bayberry, "The Most Distressful Country," New 
Republic. 110 (Feb. 14, 1944), B18.

1,881# A. Darlington, "Difficulties in Presenting His 
Plays," The New York Times. (June 8, 1947), II, 3.

^88Sean O’Casey, Oak ^eayes and Lavender (New York: The 
Eacmlllan Company, 1947), p. 32.

127Ibid.. p. 70.

Oak leaves and vender la a repetition of the themes 

of O’Casey’s other expressionistlo plays# Yhe time is during 

the Battle of Britain, and "the subjeot###ls England’s spirit
ual response to the ohallenge of war#"^88 O’Casey employs most*  

ly fantasy in creating the atmosphere of battle, tension, and 

courage# Ghostly figures glide stiffly about in the great Eng

lish mansion, waiting to be joined by the people who now live 

in the house but who will soon die. Drlshogue, a young flier, 
speaks the ideas we have learned so well by now: "The past has 

woven us into what we are," and "doe unto any nation making 
war on the Soviet Union!"187

"The Ride of the Valkyries" gives the effect of the 

rush and roar of warplanes; a mother sees her dead young son’s 

face in a sudden blase of fire; the house shakes cysteriously; 

the scent of lavender in the house, and the rustle of skirts 

of people long dead, warn of impending death. The old house 

itself, with its whorled panelling and classic arehltecture,
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turns into a fantaetlo workshop. The whorled panelling beoones 

cogsj turn-belts turn; drop-hammers drop; and a tank is born! 
The scene has changed to suit the aspect of the world outside. 
freduced for a short time at the lyric Theatre at Hammersmith, 

it failed because the people did not feel up to fighting the 

evening rush on the busses to get there; and because the aver

age English audiences do not care for the poetical prose and 

fantastic imagination of O’Casey.
CasK-sSmU-auiflX.. O'Caeey*.  Het pley, le #rloh in 

humor, wit, language, irony, and hope as anything he has ever 
written. Brooks Atkinson^28 oalla it a satire on puritanism 

and another variation of O’Casey*s  fight against convention. 
O’Casey must agree, for he sent a clipping to the writer, say

ing it was a fine criticism. Barge Jones produced the play in 

Dallas, but it was probably the most diluted drama ever pre
sented. The underlying theme of the play is one of satire 

against institutionalised morality, but the real theme is Com

munism. Texas theatre-goers are in no mood to accept a play
** t

championing Communism. 

The two leading characters ere Michael Marthraun, a 

small farmer now the owner of a rich bog, and Sailor Mahan, 

once a sailor and now the owner of a fleet of trucks carrying 

the turf from Michael’s bog to town. They argue constantly, as 

most of O’Casey’s Irish comedians do, after the manner of the

^aBroox8 Atkinson, eParadox of O’Casey,” The ^ew York 
Times, (April 8, 1960), II, 1.
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Irishmen in ^red Allen's Alley. Sailors workers demand an in*  

orease of a shilling in salary, and in order to meet their re
quest he asks a two-shilling raise from Siohael*  Actually, 

Michael, with his ill-gotten bog, with hie top-hat and his 

money in the bank, represents capitalism*  Sailor Is the middle

man between capitalism and labor*  The workers tarn a few pence 

a week.

Loraleen, Michael's young daughter just back from Eng

land, creates a furor in the house*  For when she is about, 

strange things happens the holy objects of the house are dis

turbed, and a cock parades around the house*  The cock-shy cap
italists are very much afraid, for the cock represents Commu

nism. ^oraleen goes up in a blase of fire and the cock emerges 

in her place*  Loraleen, or the cock, is not an evil qltch but 
the essence of free-will inherent in all men. She represents 

the opposition to capitalism, conventionality, and popery, 

Shanaar, an old Irish peasant, symbolises the superstition and 

weaknesses of the Irish, When he learns that the cock is In the 
house [Ireland^] , he advises the Priest to speak hitln, for the 

cock could not endure the Latin. The Messenger is a Communist 

fellow-traveler and Is proud of it; when the fierce red wind 

from the east blows everyone else about, he Is aware of nothing 

except a soft breeze In the air carrying the scent of apples. 

O'Casey warns the world, especially America, that flying cups 

and flying saucers will not down the cock. And when he
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is no doubt that he is getting elose to Amerloan shores:

Are you goln*  to pit our palthry penances an1 haltln1 
hummln*  o*  hymns against th*  pieroln*  pipin’ of th*  
rosary be Bing Bang Crosby an*  other great film stars, 
who side-stepped from published greatness for a holy 
minute or two to send a blessed blast over th’^dilreless, 
eallin*  all Catholics to perpetuatin' prayer!** 5*

There Is the usual praise of a pretty pair of luring 

legs} there is the usual search for a better way of llfe$ but 

la this play O'Casey paints with bitter and cynical words pic

tures as clear as the squalor of /uno's slums. Only in Within 

the Oates has he attempted to say so much, but this last play 

leaves no doubts about what he is trying to say. In Cock-a- 
doodle-Dandv. a thoroughly symbolic and dramatically fantastic 

drama, O'Casey hopes for a new humanity. The cock is the symbol 
of a new life, and its orow sends the spectres of capitalism 

back to their graves and heralds the dawning of freedom and 

equality.

l^Sean O'Casey, Cock-a-doodle-Dandy (London: Kacmlllan 
and Co., Ltd., 1949), p. 37.
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tiUMMAitit COtivLUalQSi

Seen O*Casey*e  works diverged in a wood, and it has , 

eade all the difference to the critics of the drama. Kost au

thorities agree on the genius of his earlier naturalistic 

plays; but when he renounced the areen Goddess of Realism and 

allied himself with that nervous genre of fantasy and symbo

lism known as expressionism, he left behind a host of admirers 

who feared the unknown that lurked In the darkness beyond the 

trees. As a consequence, strong winds of critical..disapproval 
have buffeted O’Casey about on the path he has chosen to take 

as a dramatist.

The life experiences of O’Casey provided him with the 

materials for hie earlier naturalistic plays, and the critics 

were unanimous in their cry of "O’Casey abul*  Yet, although 

the dramatist enjoyed fame as the Irish Chekhov, romanticism 

was incipient In hie nature. When he exiled himself from Ire

land, he allowed this romantic temperament to grow, abandon
ing naturalism forever. Actually, realism and romantlolsm are 

not <o far apart as is commonly believed; the romantics went 

back to nature; the realists went back to life as It is. Even a
in his naturalistic plays, O’Casey so deviated from the rigid 

concepts of naturalistic drama as to stamp him a reformer. He 

attacked the church; he attacked the capitalistic order; and,
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on the constructive side, he preached the brotherhood of ®an» 

Although O’Casey le now best-known for these early plays, it 

»uet bo rettembered that, generally, dramatists who were once 

realists and then stepped Into a new medium, Ibsen and Strind

berg, for Instance, are usually best-knoin for their efforts 

In realism; for usually the dramatist, in his reallstla plays, 

writes of tangible things olose to him, that are a pert of him*  

Thus, he can communioate his ideas more eaeily than when he 

employs symbols and expressionlstle techniques to express the 

intangible*  Although O’Casey today Is still considered a genius 

of the naturallsllo drama, despite his renouncement of all 
forms of realism; although these early plays are still produced 

more frequently than his newer efforts; and although modern Ire

land gained her chronicle plays in The Shadow of & Gunman, Juno 

and the, fayeook. and The Plough and the titare, these early works, 

even If they are a dedication to life in terms of highest values, 

are not a realization of hie higher ideals*  This realization is 

satisfied only in his later plays. But, unhappily for O’Casey, 

hie turn to expressionism divided his followers*  Irishmen, rather 

condescendingly, said he would never write another good play 

while ha was separated from *reland;  some critics who opposed 

expressionism condeimed everything he wrote; jealous aon>ompo*  

rarlee, unable to persuade him to join their cliques, conspired 

against him; Catholics annoyed him; critics held his sympathy 

for Communism against him; producers were reluctant to stage his
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playa, which too often were financial flaaooee; but O'Casey 

has been determined# ^e le dedicated to expressing himself 
on certain world problems, and for this expression he has 

chosen a selected and concentrated language that is allied to 

the movement to restore the poetic drama*  However, O'Casey, 

just as he was not a oonooioue writer of naturalistic drama, 

la not consciously allied to the movement to restore the po» 

otic dramai rather, this quality of hie oreatlone la merely In- 

oldentalto his main purpose*

Ky selected and concentrated language may be allied to 
the notion of 'restoring a poetic drama*  to the otago; 
but not by anyideliberate effort on my part*  All dialogue 
In drama le selected—selected badly, or selected well*  
But X am of those who think that drama good enough to go 
on the stage should be good enough to read at home; that 
drama should be—as It is—a part of our great heritage of 
literature*.••Although  I'm doubtful about what is being 
now called a 'poetio p|ay,*  no good play is without its 
own poetry. But it len t the formal verse, the ballad, or 
the lyric, though each*and  all of these may appear in a 
play; it is the whole eense, rhythm, and form of the play, 
action, scene, and dialogue, that make the poetry of a 
play, in my opinion. In brief; to mind, a play not 
worth reading la not worth producing—realistic, naturalis
tic, *r  expressionist io.'If poetryiisitolbesbroughtjihto-tic? 
the*,drama,rthen  it must bo dramatic in Itself or embedded 
In the drama for an essential or elegant part of It; and, 
always, in my opinion, drama must be close to the people's 
need, their hopes, fears, wants, ambitions, life and death, 

, their »ong and their folklore# their meanness end their 
courage** 30

If, ae Gabriel Fallon says, in these later plays "there Is a 

Samson—but...a Samson eyeless In Gasa, at the mill with

^30Sean O'Casey, personal letter to ^eston R. Weeks, 
June 86, 1980*
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slaves,there Is, despite the dangers of the experimental 

teehnlques employed by O*Caaey,  "splendour of language«••

that sends all the little Plays by Poets soudding into stu
dious roblivione"^58

0‘Casey’s erase is the proletariate ^he Cross he sup

plants with the tied Stare The leering poverty of his days in 

Ireland made hi® the ohaatpion of the world’s underdogs:

Steady workers, here and elsewhere; steady poor of the 
poorer olasses; your day le oomingee ..Ths tied star is a 
bright stare **o  pope, no politloian, no olerie, no prinoe, 
no.press-lord ean frighten it down now, or soreen its ray 
fro® our eyese153

By attaching himself to such a world-wide cause as the 

improvement of the masees, O’Casey writes a drama with a uni

versal dedication; b> preaching the brotherhood of man, the 

necessity of labor, the beauty of love, the magic of color, and 

the ecstasy of merely living, he bears the same message that 

Christ brought to earth. And thus his plays have gratified 

many men’s spiritual yearnings as those of the world1 great 

dramatists have done. O’Casey defends hie position by writing,
I wae a Communist before I heard the name of Lenin; Just 
as Bernard Shaw was....Communism is the new for® of life; 
no sudden evocation, but a gradual growth of many

^^^SabriiJl Fallon, "Pathway of a Dramatist," Theatre 
Arts. 34(January, 1950), 38.

^^Robert Fordyce Alckman, "Kr. Sean O’Casey and the 
Striker," 19th Century. 139 (April, 1946), 173.

^83Sean O’Casey, Inlshfallen Fare Thee Well (Now York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1949), p. 281.
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centuries} naterialistia evolution, brought ebout by 
thought and thingsi the breaking up of feudalism, that, 
in itself, broke up the tribal system} Christianity gave 
It a ehove forward} and before that the gradual evolution 
of the Jews from tribal 8uperotitlon»«»eaphasixed, say, 
in the difference between the first set of the Ten Com
mandments [tribal superstition and tabu] and the second 
set, which we all know of (highly moral teachings^ The 
th Ings—some of them—were industry, the machine, the 
blcyole, the train, the motor-oar, and so on.

But what does it matter what a man may be—Conser
vative or Communist—when, as a dramatist, he writes a 
good play? Besides, there’s a lot of Communistic thought 
outside of Karx's ♦Capital1} in Dickens, Thackeray, Byron, 
Browning, Crabbe. Hardy, Shakespeare, and the ^iblo—to m 
mention a few.154

O’Casey’s greatest fight is against social evils. In 

his early naturalistic playa his weapon was objective truth.
'*0  would have done Ireland no favor by romanticising the ex

ploits of the men in the Cltlson Army. Instead, he told the 

truth as he saw it. Consequently, hie dramas were branded as 

antl-Irish. In his later expressioniatic plays O'Casey wrote 

down his personal ImpressIons. The Boll^re of the slums 

shifted his art from the outside to the inside. Truth alone 

was no longer hie weapon} imagination, symbolism, and politi

cal propaganda became hie new tools.
From the very beginning of 0* Casey♦e career his so- 

called naturalistic dramas contained elements of emotionalism.

abandoned the objectivity of that genre and sought a medium 

that would give complete freedom to his feelings and to his 

imagination, for basically O'Casey Is a romanticist. He speaks

Casey, personal, letter, cd. olt.
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the language ot Marlowee but hie teeperament la romantic; he 

le a man of the ^enaleeance, but he le plagued with modern 

problems. His first fight was to gain for the common man a 

livable wage for hie day’s labor and a peaceful night when hie 

work was done. O’Casey has never been able to forget the 

squalor In which he lived and In which many of the peoples of 

the world still live. Half his art he dedicated to depicting 

this squalor; the other half he dedicated to expreseing his 

abhorrence of It and visualising the world remade. That he was 
able to survive In his environment and still retain some images 

of grandeur Is remarkable In itself. O’Casey would impress up

on everyone that life is transient and precious, and that 
rich laughter, art, color, music, love, and the kindly fruits 

of the earth should be enjoyed and shared by alls
One of the sadder charms of life is that it is so short, 
and that we have but a second in which to get to know 
life. Quick, We Have But a Secondl* 150

13CSean O’Casey, personal letter to Jeston B. Weeks, 
Hay 31, 1960.
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